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Abstract
Qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) enables cognitive agents to reason about space using
abstract symbols. Among several aspects of space (e.g., topology, direction, distance)
directional information is useful for agents navigating in space. Observers typically
describe their environment by specifying the relative directions in which they see other
objects or other people from their point of view. As such, qualitative reasoning about
relative directions, i.e., determining whether a given statement involving relative direc-
tions is true, can be advantageously used for applications, for example, robot navigation,
computer-aided design and geographical information systems. Unfortunately, despite
the apparent importance of reasoning about relative directions, QSR-research so far
could not provide efficient decision procedures for qualitative reasoning about relative
directions. Accordingly, the question about how to devise an efficient decision procedure
for qualitative reasoning about relative directions has meanwhile turned to the question
about whether an efficient decision procedure exists at all. Answering the latter existential
question, which requires a formal analysis of relative directions from a computational
complexity point of view, has remained an open problem in the field of QSR.
The present thesis solves the open problem by proving that there is no efficient
decision procedure for qualitative reasoning about relative directions, even if only left
or right relations are involved. This is surprising as it contradicts the early premise of
QSR believed by many researchers in and outside the field, that is, abstracting from an
infinite domain to a finite set of relations naturally leads to efficient reasoning. As a
consequence of this rather negative result, efficient reasoning with any of the well-known
relative direction calculi (OPRAm, DCC, DRA, LR) is impossible. Indeed, the present
thesis shows that all the relative direction calculi belong to one and the same class of∃R-complete problems, which are the problems that can be reduced to the NP-hard
decision problem of the existential theory of the reals, and vice versa.
i
Nevertheless, in practice, many interesting computationally hard AI problems can
be tackled by means of approximative algorithms and heuristics. In the same vein, the
present thesis shows that qualitative reasoning about relative directions can also be
tackled with approximative algorithms. In the thesis we develop the qualitative calculusSVm which allows for a practical algorithm for qualitative reasoning about relative
directions. SVm also provides an effective semi-decision procedure for the OPRAm
calculus, the most versatile one among the relative direction calculi. In this thesis we
substantiate the usefulness of SVm by applying it in the marine navigation domain.
ii
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Chapter1
Introduction
SPATIAL RELATIONS comprise an essential part of our everyday communication, rang-ing from tabletop descriptions—the fork is on the left side of the plate—to navigation
instructions—turn right into the third avenue and go straight down. Spatial relations are
not only means for representing certain configurations of objects in the real world, but
they are also means for drawing new conclusions, in other words, they are means for
reasoning.
How humans perform spatial reasoning is in general a much debated topic. However,
it is beyond doubt that human spatial reasoning faculties are limited; from a certain
number of spatial entities on, spatial reasoning becomes complex for humans. As an
example consider moving in a new apartment and arranging furniture while trying to meet
its functional and aesthetic constraints, or driving in a crowded street where one has to
pay attention to other cars, bikes and pedestrians while keeping to the traffic regulations;
these all demand a great deal of cognitive effort and cause problems, especially if safety
is at stake.
The limitation of human spatial reasoning faculties motivate development of building
cognitive agents (e.g., spatial assistance systems) which support humans in making
decisions based on spatial information. As spatial information in our everyday commu-
nication is mainly of a qualitative nature, a cognitive agent is required to be capable of
reasoning about spatial information that is represented qualitatively. Reasoning with
qualitative spatial information has been extensively studied in the field of qualitative
spatial reasoning, which is a subdiscipline of knowledge representation and reasoning.
1
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1.1 Qualitative Reasoning about Relative Directions
1.1.1 Qualitative Representation
A qualitative representation is a finite set of symbols obtained by an abstraction of a
usually infinite and structured domain (e.g., time, space). Ideally, the abstraction preserves
the specific structure of the infinite domain in question, such that one can work with
the qualitative representation without resorting to the infinite domain. For example,
the pair ⟨{before, equal,after}, ○⟩ is a qualitative representation of the infinite set of real
number pairs, which preserves the ordering information by means of the transitive (or
composition) rules, e.g., before ○ before = before, after ○after = after, before ○ equal = before.
Here, ○ denotes usual composition of relations.
For many real world applications a representation alone is not enough to solve the
task at hand, but reasoning with the representation is necessary. This motivates the study
of qualitative spatial reasoning.
1.1.2 Qualitative Spatial Reasoning
In the domain of space, the term qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) [Freksa, 1991;
Cohn and Renz, 2008] is coined for reasoning with qualitative representations. The
commonly practiced way of reasoning in the field of QSR is constraint reasoning over
an infinite domain, the main objective of which is deciding consistency of a finite set
of spatial constraints defined over the domain.1 The formalism used for reasoning is
the so-called qualitative calculus whose origin goes back to the seminal paper by Allen
[1983] on reasoning with time intervals. In the qualitative calculus formalism, space is
represented by an infinite domain of homogeneous objects, for example, points, lines
or regions. Once a domain is fixed, a finite set of relations are defined on the domain.
Constraint reasoning with the relations is accomplished by means of the composition-
based constraint propagation approach (composition-based reasoning for short) which
was successfully applied to temporal constraints in Allen’s work. Composition-based
reasoning uses (weak) composition of two relations2 as the main tool for detecting
inconsistencies in the given set of constraints, i.e., if the relation between objects x and y
1On the contrary, we are not dealing with QSR in the sense of modelling physical processes as described
in [Forbus et al., 1991].
2Given objects x, y and z and relations R and S, where R holds between objects x and z and S holds
between z and y, the composition of R and S is the relation between x and y that can be inferred from R and
S. For example, if objects x, y and z are cars and R and S are relation ahead of, then the composition of R
and S is ahead of. The notion of weak composition is a generalization of composition. For more information
on weak composition we refer to [Renz and Ligozat, 2005]
2
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A B
C
(a) If vessel C has to give way to ves-
sel A and vessel B, is there a situation
where vessel C cannot not keep to the
right of way regulation?
Camera
BathroomEntrance
(b) If security cameras must not be able
to record inside of the bathrooms, is the
current floor plan adequate?
Figure 1.1 – Application scenarios of qualitative reasoning about relative directions.
contradicts the composition result of the relations between x and z and between z and
y, then the set of constraints is inconsistent. Obviously, composition-based reasoning
is a sound method for detecting inconsistencies, but there is no guarantee that it is
also a complete method for a given qualitative calculus, because this method might not
detect an inconsistent set of constraints which is only locally consistent. One of the
important research problems in QSR therefore has been answering the questions about
whether composition-based reasoning can decide the consistency of constraints of a given
qualitative calculus.
1.1.3 Relative Directions
Relative directions, which are also called projective prepositions in linguistics, “con-
vey information about the direction in which one object is located with respect to the
other” [Retz-Schmidt, 1988]. As opposed to absolute directions where the reference
frame of objects is fixed (e.g., cardinal directions), for relative directions each object has
its own reference frame based on its orientation.
Relative directions are essential for agents navigating in space and manipulating the
space. As such, qualitative reasoning about relative directions can be advantageously
used for applications, for example, robot navigation, computer-aided design and geo-
graphical information systems. Figure 1.1 illustrates some of the interesting application
scenarios in the domain of marine navigation [Kreutzmann et al., 2013] and architectural
design [Bhatt et al., 2012] where relative directions play an integral role. To answer the
questions in each of the application scenarios, one has to model each problem with an
3
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adequate representation for relative directions (e.g., the OPRAm calculus) and perform
a consistency check of the input scenario. Developing efficient decision procedures for
qualitative reasoning about relative directions is vital for the successful application of
QSR to real world problems.
1.2 Research Questions in Qualitative Spatial Reasoning
Despite the apparent importance of reasoning about relative directions, and the two
decades of history of QSR, research in QSR so far could not provide efficient decision
procedures for qualitative reasoning about relative directions. Accordingly, the question
about how to devise an efficient decision procedure for qualitative reasoning about relative
directions has meanwhile turned to the question about whether an efficient decision
procedure exists at all for qualitative reasoning about relative directions. Answering the
latter existential question, which requires a formal analysis of relative directions from a
computational complexity point of view, has remained an open problem in the field of
QSR.
1.2.1 Contribution
The present thesis gives the answer to the existential question by proving that there is no
efficient decision procedure for qualitative reasoning about relative directions, even if only
left or right relations are involved. This is surprising as it contradicts the early premise
of QSR believed by many researchers in and outside the field, that is, abstracting from
an infinite domain to a finite set of relations naturally leads to efficient reasoning. As a
consequence of this rather negative result, efficient reasoning with any of the well-known
relative direction calculi (OPRAm, DCC, DRA, LR) is impossible. Indeed, as this thesis
proves all the relative direction calculi belong to one and the same class of ∃R-complete
problems [Schaefer, 2010], which are the problems equivalent (up to polynomial-time
reduction) to the decision problem of the existential theory of the reals, which is NP-hard
and in PSPACE. This result is surprising as well, because it implies that the seemingly least
expressive relative direction calculus LR is equivalent (up to polynomial-time reduction)
to OPRAm, apparently the most expressive calculus.
Nevertheless, in practice, many interesting computationally hard AI problems can
be tackled by means of approximative algorithms and heuristics. In the same vein, the
present thesis shows that qualitative reasoning about relative directions can also be
tackled with approximative algorithms. In the thesis we develop the qualitative calculus
4
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SVm which allows for a practical algorithm for qualitative reasoning about relative
directions. SVm also provides an effective approximation algorithm for the OPRAm
calculus, the most versatile one among the relative direction calculi. The merit of SVm is
substantiated in the thesis by applying it to marine navigation scenarios. In summary, the
thesis advances the research in qualitative spatial reasoning with the following results:
1. Complexity analysis of relative directions
• Lower bound: qualitative reasoning about relative directions is proved to be∃R-hard, therefore NP-hard, even if only left and right relations are involved.
• Upper bound: qualitative reasoning about relative directions proved to be in
the complexity class ∃R, therefore in PSPACE.
• Qualitative reasoning with relative directions is ∃R-complete and thus inher-
ently hard. A polynomial-time decision procedure is not possible.
• Reasoning with any of the relative direction calculi, i.e., OPRAm, DCC, LR,DRA, are all equivalent up to polynomial-time reduction.
2. Development of a practical algorithm
• Development of the qualitative calculus SVm for reasoning about relative
directions, and a practical algorithm for reasoning with SVm. The algorithm
can find realizations, if the input constraints are consistent.
• Development of an algorithm for approximating OPRAm for effective reason-
ing about relative directions.
• Reasoning about relative directions is now possible for practical applications,
e.g., the consistency check of navigation regulations.
• As the algorithm for reasoning with SVm finds realizations if the input con-
straints are consistent, better human-computer interaction is now possible by
visualizing the configuration of spatial entities that satisfy the input constraints.
• The algorithm for reasoning with SVm accepts landmarks, as it is based on
linear programming that allow partial grounding of variables.
1.3 Overview
In this chapter, we have given a brief overview of the thesis, then we have discussed
the open problems and how this thesis contributes to solving the open problems. The
remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
5
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• Chapter 2: Qualitative Reasoning about Relative Directions
This chapter presents the state of the art in qualitative spatial reasoning with the
focus on relative directions and defines the terminology used throughout the thesis.
• Chapter 3: The Computational Complexity of Reasoning about Relative Direc-
tions
In this chapter the computational complexity of reasoning about relative directions
is analyzed and its implication in qualitative spatial reasoning is discussed.
• Chapter 4: Practical Algorithm for Reasoning about Relative Directions
In this chapter the qualitative calculus SVm is introduced, which allows for a
practical algorithm for reasoning with relative directions.
• Chapter 5: Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the results and analyzes their impact. Future perspectives
for the QSR research are given.
6
Chapter2
Qualitative Reasoning about Relative
Directions
This chapter presents the state of the art of qualitative spatial reasoning with
the focus on relative directions and defines the terminology used throughout the
thesis.
THE FIELD OF QUALITATIVE SPATIAL REASONING (QSR) has existed for more than twodecades, the first noticeable paper in this area being the work by Guesgen [1989],
which adapts Allen’s interval algebra [Allen, 1983] to the n-dimensional space. But what
is the motivation of QSR and how has it been developed in light of relative directions?
This chapter is devoted to answering these questions.
2.1 From Allen’s Interval Algebra to the Poverty Conjecture
Building an artifact that solves real world problems by adopting principles of human
intelligence has been a long-standing challenge in artificial intelligence. One of the
important capabilities of human intelligence that such an artifact tries to adopt is the
capability of solving physical problems: humans are able to reason about shapes, sizes
and relations of physical objects and use the information to compare, modify and arrange
the objects. Furthermore, humans are able to predict, diagnose and explain the behavior
of physical processes. These abilities are essential for anybody who lives in space and
whose perceptions and actions take place in space. Excelling in these abilities is what
distinguishes professional engineers and technicians from lay people.
7
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The term qualitative reasoning (QR) [Bobrow, 1984; Cohn, 1989] was coined to refer
to the research on modeling such abilities. In QR a physical process is abstracted by
means of qualitative representations, which make only as many distinctions as necessary
to describe a physical process at hand. As humans seemingly do not resort to quantita-
tive data (e.g., exact numbers for sizes, shapes, distances) the goal of QR is to model
commonsense reasoning about the physical world by using only qualitative information.
Two magnitudes essentially characterize a physical process: time and space. As a
result, developing qualitative representations for reasoning with time and space became
a research area on its own. The first break-through was made by Allen who wrote the
seminal paper about reasoning with time intervals in 1983 [Allen, 1983]. By only using
13 relations for time intervals and a table for transitivity (also called composition) rules for
those relations, Allen showed that sound and complete reasoning with time intervals was
possible. Transferring the idea in Allen’s work (i.e., reasoning based on transitivity rules)
to the spatial domain seemed, at first, not feasible. This was highlighted by the Poverty
Conjecture [Forbus et al., 1991] which states that “there is no powerful, purely qualitative,
general-purpose representation of spatial properties”, thus “[a qualitative representation]
must reference quantitative information for many classes of predictions.” and “qualitative
representations of space and shape must be computed in a task-specific, and sometimes
a problem-specific manner”. Forbus et al. substantiate the Poverty Conjecture by the
following two motivations:
1. People appear to require more than qualitative information in spatial reasoning;
2. The combinatorics of connectivity in higher dimensions suggests that simple, local
representations do not provide enough constraint to support powerful reasoning.
The second motivation in particular is in contrast to the temporal, one-dimensional case
(e.g., Allen’s interval algebra) where a small set of temporal relations and a composition
table are sufficient for a sound and complete reasoning.
Motivated by this conjecture there has been research to develop spatial representations
based on relations and composition tables. Researchers in Leeds presented the RCC
calculus [Randell et al., 1992], which is broadly known as the representative calculus
for reasoning with topological information, and refuted the second motivation of the
Poverty Conjecture. For RCC sound and complete reasoning was possible solely using the
composition table. However the question of whether the same reasoning technique may
be used also for other aspects of space (e.g., direction, distance, shape) has been an open
question. Having the goal of answering the question the current formalism of qualitative
8
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spatial reasoning emerged, i.e., a set of relations defined on a spatial domain equipped
with a composition table for the relations.
2.2 The Development of QSR
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning is an active research field and a lot of scientific papers have
been published in the last two decades that have influenced the research direction. We
would like to list some landmarks of the development of qualitative spatial representation
and reasoning, where the focus is on the problem of reasoning about relative directions.
The first notable qualitative representation for reasoning about directional relations is
the cardinal direction calculus [Frank, 1991; Ligozat, 1998] that is defined on the domain
of points and is designed for representing and reasoning about the 8 cardinal directions N,
NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW.1 Further extensions of the cardinal direction calculus have been
investigated: the ST ARm calculus [Renz and Mitra, 2004] is an extension of the cardinal
direction calculus that allows for an arbitrary level of granularity. The approaches by
[Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis, 2005; Liu et al., 2010] deal with cardinal directions based
on extended objects instead of points. Reasoning with cardinal directions is well-behaved
such that deciding the satisfiability of atomic formulas can be achieved in polynomial
time.
As opposed to cardinal directions, where the reference frame is fixed for all objects,
relative directions allow for an individual reference frame for each object and is thus
suitable for agents having individual orientations. Different representations have been
proposed for relative directions. These are the double cross calculus DCC [Freksa, 1992;
Scivos and Nebel, 2001], the dipole calculus DRA [Moratz et al., 2000; Dylla and
Moratz, 2005], LR [Ligozat, 1993; Scivos and Nebel, 2005] and OPRAm [Moratz,
2006; Mossakowski and Moratz, 2012]. Further details on relative direction calculi will
be given later in Subsection 2.3.3. Although all mentioned relative direction calculi look
apparently different, we will prove in Chapter 3 that they are all equivalent to each other
in terms of computational complexity of reasoning.2
Reasoning with qualitative calculi have undergone several modifications and paradigm
changes. The predominant reasoning method in the early development of QSR was the
path-consistency method based on the composition operation of relations, which is a
1Maddux [1990] proposed the compass algebra that is more general than the cardinal direction calculus.
However, it is the cardinal direction calculus that is more broadly known to the QSR community.
2Although the qualitative trajectory calculus (QTC) by Weghe et al. [2005] is close to the mentioned
relative direction calculi, it will not be discussed in this thesis, as the focus of QTC is rather on the relative
movements between objects than relative positions.
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polynomial-time method originally developed for finite domain constraint satisfaction
problems [Montanari, 1974; Mackworth, 1977]. However, the underlying composition
operation was soon superseded by the weak-composition as many calculi turned out
to be not closed under composition, and the path-consistency method was modified to
the algebraic closure (a-closure) method [Renz and Ligozat, 2005]. However, both the
path-consistency method and the a-closure method are found only sufficient for deciding
the consistency for some known calculi. Indeed, they decide consistency if and only if the
formula is closed under constraints [Renz and Ligozat, 2005]. For calculi for which the
a-closure method decides consistency, one can achieve tractable reasoning by assuming
a special structure of the input CSP instance [Bodirsky and Wölfl, 2011; Huang et al.,
2013].
All the previously mentioned results on tractable reasoning do not hold for relative
direction calculi in general, since reasoning with DCC, DRA and LR is known to be
NP-hard and a-closure does not decide the consistency for DRA, LR and OPRAm
(cp. Subsection 2.4.1). In this thesis, we show that reasoning with only left and right
relations leads already to NP-hard problems. Furthermore, we prove in a holistic manner
that reasoning with all mentioned relative direction calculi is NP-hard and show that
they are indeed equivalent to each other being members of ∃R-complete problems. As a
consequence, no polynomial time decision procedures for atomic CSP instances are likely
to exist for relative direction calculi, because the existence of such decision procedures
would prove the open problem NP = ∃R.
Since reasoning with relative directions is intractable and the a-closure method fail
to decide consistency, several alternative methods have been proposed. Lee and Wolter
[2011] proposed to tailor the doubly-exponential cylindrical algebraic decomposition
method to relative directions so as to obtain better performance. Lücke [2012] introduced
an approximative reasoning method for LR, which exploits triangle constraints. An in-
depth analysis of different approximative reasoning methods for reasoning with left and
right relations can be found in [van Delden and Mossakowski, 2013]. The practical
decision procedure developed within this thesis in Chapter 4 differs from the previous
reasoning methods in that it is the first NP decision procedure for a relative direction
calculus SVm, which can approximate the most expressive qualitative calculus OPRAm.
Moreover, while the previous approximative reasoning methods cannot return a model
(or realization) of a satisfiable CSP instance, the decision procedure proposed in the
thesis is able to return a model. Additionally, it allows partial grounding of variables
that can serve as landmarks. Landmarks were demonstrated as useful for topological
relations [Liu and Li, 2012; Li et al., 2013], but so far no reasoning methods for relative
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directions have adopted landmarks.
As the theory has become mature, more applications of QSR have emerged which
include video analysis [Cohn et al., 2012], manipulation planning [Westphal et al., 2011],
marine navigation [Kreutzmann et al., 2013], and architectural design [Bhatt et al.,
2013], to name a few. Dedicated reasoners for QSR (e.g., SparQ [Wallgrün et al., 2007],
GQR [Westphal et al., 2009]) have been implemented which use the a-closure method as
the main tool for reasoning.
The recent PhD thesis by Lücke [2012] deals with the problem of reasoning about
relative directions as well. In his thesis, Lücke shows that a-closure is not sufficient
to decide consistency for LR and DRA. At the same time, he develops a method for
generating a composition table for DRA. To remedy the ineffectiveness of the a-closure
method for reasoning with LR, he devises an approximative reasoning method based on
triangular constraints. The present thesis extends and improves Lücke’s results as follows:
• The present thesis proves the hardness of reasoning with relative directions in a
holistic manner by reducing the ∃R-hard geometric problem ROM to all relative
direction calculi and shows that all relative directional calculi are ∃R-complete
and equivalent to each other. As a result, it is unlikely that any polynomial time
method will be able to decide atomic CSP instances of relative direction calculi,
unless NP = ∃R. This makes developing composition tables obsolete, unless one
can show that the a-closure method effectively eliminates inconsistent inputs.
• Contrary to the non-geometric problems NOT-ALL-EQUAL-3SAT and BETWEEN-
NESS, on which previous NP-hardness proofs for LR, DRA and DCC are based,
ROM is tightly related to relative directions and requires knowledge about the
geometric structure of the two-dimensional Euclidean plane. As a consequence, we
are able to prove that reasoning with only left and right relations is already NP-hard.
This result is stronger than showing that a-closure cannot decide consistency forLR.
• The approximative method presented by Lücke is developed for LR and cannot de-
tect consistent CSP instances. In the present thesis, we develop a decision procedure
for relative direction calculus SVm that approximates the most expressive calculusOPRAm (cp. Subsection 3.3.1) and can return a model and allow landmarks. As a
result, one can generate sample configurations of a consistent input CSP instance,
which can be used for a better human-computer interaction.
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2.3 The Spatial Logic of Relative Directions
In this thesis, we want to look at the formalism for QSR from the perspective of spatial
logics [Aiello et al., 2007a] rather than follow the qualitative calculus formalism given
in [Ligozat and Renz, 2004]. This is due to the following two reasons:
1. A qualitative calculus is tailored to composition-based reasoning by featuring the
composition table as an important component. However, as it has been shown
in [Lücke et al., 2008; Lücke, 2012], which will be proved in this thesis from a
different perspective, composition-based reasoning does not decide consistency of
constraints involving only left and right relations. The composition table therefore
can only be used for checking local consistencies of constraints, and is no more the
integral part of the formalism.
2. As reasoning about relative directions is ∃R-complete (see Chapter 3), we can
allow more expressive power to the existing formalisms while staying in the same
computational complexity class ∃R.
A spatial logic is “any formal language interpreted over a class of structures featuring
geometrical entities and relations” [Aiello et al., 2007b]. The spatial logic of interest in
the thesis is the spatial constraint language which is more expressive than qualitative
calculus.
2.3.1 Spatial Constraint Language
In this thesis by the term spatial constraint language we mean a spatial logic featuring
spatial relations as the main primitives, where the syntax is confined to that of proposi-
tional calculus. In what follows we will define the syntax and the semantics of a spatial
constraint language with respect to binary spatial relations. The definition, however,
extends naturally to ternary and to n-ary relations.
A spatial constraint language L is a quadruple ⟨D,R, ι,V⟩, where
• D is the domain of spatial entities which is not empty;
• R is a finite collection of relation symbols;
• ι is the intended interpretation that maps each relation symbol R ∈R to a relation
Rι ⊆D ×D;
• V is a countably infinite set of variables v1, v2, . . ..
12
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Throughout this thesis we will identify relation symbols R with the actual relations Rι, if
the intended interpretation ι is clear from the context.
Formulas of L, or L-formulas, consist of relation symbols involving variables which
are combined with the Boolean connectives. They are defined inductively as follows:
1. ⊺,  are formulas.
2. Any atomic constraint viRvj with vi, vj ∈ V,R ∈R is a formula.
3. If ϕ is a formula, then ¬ϕ is a formula.
4. If ϕ and ψ are formulas, then ϕ ∧ ψ is a formula.
5. If ϕ and ψ are formulas, then ϕ ∨ ψ is a formula.
We also have the syntactic sugar which allows for a compact representation of disjunctions
of relations holding between a pair of variables.
vi{R1,R2, . . . ,Rr}vj ≡ viR1vj ∨ . . . ∨ viRrvj
A model of L, which fixes the truth of L-formulas with respect to its intended
interpretation, is given by a valuation function ν ∶ V →D, which assigns to each variable
vi a value vνi from the domain. We will represent a valuation function for variables
v1, . . . , vn with the list (vν1 , . . . , vνn). The semantics of formulas are defined inductively
with respect to the syntactical structure (we write ν ⊧ ϕ to denote that valuation ν
satisfies formula ϕ):
ν ⊧ ⊺, always
ν ⊧ , never
ν ⊧ R(vi, vj) iff (vνi , vνj ) ∈ Rι
ν ⊧ ¬ϕ iff ν does not satisfy ϕ
ν ⊧ ϕ ∧ ψ iff ν ⊧ ϕ and ν ⊧ ψ
ν ⊧ ϕ ∨ ψ iff ν ⊧ ϕ or ν ⊧ ψ
An L-formula ϕ is said to be satisfiable or consistent, if there is a valuation ν with
ν ⊧ ϕ. The problem of deciding whether an L-formula is satisfiable is also called the
constraint satisfaction problem for L, or CSP(L) for short.
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2.3.2 Qualitative Calculus
Research in qualitative spatial reasoning has considered the so-called qualitative calcu-
lus [Ligozat and Renz, 2004] as the formalism for reasoning. Viewed from the perspective
of spatial logics, a qualitative calculus is a fragment of spatial constraint language with
certain properties.
Formally, a qualitative calculus C is a spatial constraint language ⟨D,R, ι,V⟩ with the
property that relations in R form a partition scheme, i.e.,
• the relations in R partition D ×D, i.e., their union is D ×D and they are pairwise
disjoint;
• there is a distinguished relation ∆ ∈R with
∆ = {(d1, d2) ∈D ×D ∣ d1 = d2};
• For each relation R ∈R there is a relation S ∈R such that
R⌣ = S,
where R⌣ is the converse relation of R, i.e.,
R⌣ = {(d2, d1) ∈D ×D ∣ d1Rd2}.
This partition scheme requirement appears somewhat artificial. But traditionally it has
been included in the definition, because it facilitates composition-based reasoning. We
will drop the partition scheme requirement, if the qualitative calculus at hand does not
employ composition-based reasoning.
The formulas of C are of the form
⋀
1≤i,j≤n vi{R1ij , . . . ,Rrijij }vj ,
where R1ij , . . . ,R
rij
ij ∈R and rij is a positive integer. We call a C-formula atomic, if rij = 1
for all i, j.
Analogously, for a qualitative calculus with ternary relations the formulas are of the
form ⋀
1≤i,j,k≤n vivj{R1ijk, . . . ,Rrijkijk }vk.
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Conventionally a C-formula is also called a constrained network. This usage of the term
makes sense, if we view each variable as a vertex and each disjunction of relations as an
edge connecting vertices.
As hinted earlier in this section, in the context of reasoning about relative directions,
the distinction between a spatial constraint language and a qualitative calculus does
not affect the computational complexity which will be proved in Chapter 3 of the thesis.
Therefore we can give more expressive power to a relative direction calculus while not
leaving the complexity class. For that purpose, we introduce the notation Ccl to denote
the spatial constraint language which is obtained by building the Boolean closure of
the formulas of a qualitative calculus C. For example, OPRAclm denotes the spatial
constraint language which allows Boolean combinations of atomic OPRAm constraints
as its formulas. If the differentiation between a constraint language and a qualitative
calculus is not needed in the given context, then we will talk about C constraint language
instead of C calculus.
Concerning reasoning with a qualitative calculus C, finding an efficient algorithm for
deciding the satisfiability of atomic C-formulas, or CSP@(C) for short, plays an important
role for devising a decision procedure for CSP(C). Function DecideCSP implements a
non-deterministic algorithm for deciding CSP(C) with binary relations. The algorithm
Input: A CSP(C) instance ϕ = ⋀i,j vi{R1ij , . . . ,Rrijij }vj , i, j = 1, . . . , n of a qualitative
calculus C.
Output: Is ϕ satisfiable?
1 begin
2 for i = 1 to n do
3 for j = 1 to n do
4 Rij ← Choose(R1ij , . . . ,Rrijij )
5 ψ ← ⋀i,j viRijvj
6 if DecideAtomicCSP(ψ) = satisfiable then
7 return true
8 return fail
Function DecideCSP(ϕ)
non-deterministically chooses for each pair of variables vi, vj a relation Rij from the
set {R1ij , . . . ,Rrijij } of relations that disjunctively hold between vi and vj . This results
in an atomic formula ψ, which can be decided using DecideAtomicCSP which is a
decision procedure for CSP@(C). The soundness and completeness is clear, because one
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(a) deictic (b) intrinsic (c) extrinsic
Figure 2.1 – Three classes of relative directions
can view the algorithm as choosing non-deterministically a conjunct of the disjunctive
normal form of ϕ, and solving the conjunct. If CSP@(C) runs in polynomial time, then
Function DecideCSP is an NP algorithm.
The deterministic variant of DecideCSP realizes Choose with a search with back-
tracking, i.e., it selects for each i, j a relation Rij from {R1ij , . . . ,Rrijij } and returns true
if the atomic formula ψ is satisfiable. Otherwise, a different combination of relations is
selected and the satisfiability of ψ checked again. This procedure repeats until all possible
combinations are checked and no further candidates remain, in which case, the algorithm
returns false. This yields an exponential-time algorithm, provided that CSP@(C) runs in
polynomial-time.
2.3.3 Relative Direction Calculi
Relative direction relations describe directions between two objects relative to a reference
object. Retz-Schmidt [1988] classifies the use of relative directions in three classes:
deictic, intrinsic and extrinsic. According to this classification, the sentence “the ball is in
front of the car” can mean
• deictic use: the ball is in front of the car as seen from the speaker (Figure 2.1a);
• intrinsic use: the ball is in front of the car with respect to the orientation of the car
itself (Figure 2.1b);
• extrinsic use: the ball is in front of the car with respect to the actual direction of
the motion of the car (Figure 2.1c).
In what follows we introduce the most widely known relative direction calculi in the area
of QSR, i.e, LR, DRA, DCC and OPRAm, which are able to express the three uses of
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relative directions: LR and DCC are suitable for the deictic use, and DRA and OPRAm
can both be utilized for the intrinsic and extrinsic uses of relative directions.
The Flip-Flop Calculus (LR)
The most elementary system of relative direction relations is called flip-flop [Ligozat,
1993] or LR [Scivos and Nebel, 2005], see Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 – LR relations
The relations of LR are defined based on a reference system generated by a directed
line connecting two points. The position of a third point is then categorized as to be
either left or right of the line (l, r), or on 5 different segments of the reference line (f, e, i,
s, b). Two additional relations dou and tri describe degenerate cases where the first two
points coincide; dou holds if the third point does not coincide with them, and tri holds if
all three points coincide. The complexity of CSP(LR) is known to be NP-hard and it is
shown that composition-based reasoning cannot decide LR [Lücke et al., 2008]. It has
been, however, still an open-question, whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for
CSP@(LR), such that CSP(LR) can be solved in NP.
The Dipole Calculus (DRA)
A dipole A is an oriented line segment which is given by a start point sA and end point
eA. Schlieder [1995] introduced the idea of using dipoles for reasoning about relative
directions. The idea was then adapted by Moratz et al. [2000] resulting in the dipole
calculus DRA, which was further extended to the refined DRA families [Dylla and
Moratz, 2005]. In this thesis by DRA we refer to the refined version DRAf in [Dylla
and Moratz, 2005].
A DRA relation between two dipoles is a quadruple of LR relations that hold
between a dipole and the start and the end point of the other. In Figure 2.3 the start
point sB and the end point eB of dipole B is respectively to the right and to the left
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Figure 2.3 – DRA relation rlll
of dipole A resulting in LR relations r and l, respectively. In the same way, we obtain
r and l for the two LR relations that hold between sA and B, and between eA and B,
respectively. A DRA relation records this information as rlll in the order the LR relations
are presented. Formally, an atomic DRA constraint AR1R2R3R4 B, where R1, . . . ,R4
are LR relations, corresponds to the LR constraint sAeAR1sB ∧sAeAR2eB ∧sBeBR3sA ∧
sBeBR4eA. Reasoning with DRA, that is CSP(DRA), is known to be NP-hard [Moratz
et al., 2000].
The Double Cross Calculus (DCC)
The double cross calculus (DCC) by Freksa [1992] can be regarded as a refinement of
the LR calculus. In DCC the left and right plane of the reference line are further refined
by two orthogonal lines passing through the reference points, which is meaningful from a
cognitive point of view [Freksa, 1992]. The refined relations are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Reasoning with DCC is NP-hard [Scivos and Nebel, 2001].
Figure 2.4 – DCC relations
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(a) A m∠17 B (b) A m∠1 B
Figure 2.5 – OPRA2 relations
The Oriented Point Algebra (OPRAm)
Binary relations are sufficient to determine relative directions for objects comprising an in-
trinsic direction (e.g., the island is on the starboard side of a sailing ship). One particularly
interesting representative of this class is the set of OPRAm relations [Mossakowski and
Moratz, 2012], which is based on the domain R2 × [0,2pi) of oriented points. Half-lines
and angular sectors are instantiated to describe the position of one oriented point as
seen from another. The relations of OPRAm are defined with respect to a granularity
parameter m that determines how many sectors are used (OPRAm uses m lines to divide
the full circle evenly, giving 2m angular sectors and 2m half-lines). Figure 2.5a presents
an example of an OPRA2 relation m∠17 .
In the example, B is located in sector 7 as seen from A, which, in turn, is located in
sector 1 as seen from B. Symbol m∠17 is used to denote this relation.
In the degenerate case, where points A and B coincide, the sector i of A to which
point B is oriented determines the relation and this is denoted by m∠i (cf. Figure 2.5b).
2.4 Known Methods for Reasoning about Relative Directions
and Their Limits
This section introduces existing methods for solving constraint satisfaction problems for
relative directions.
2.4.1 Composition-Based Reasoning
The most widely known method in QSR is composition-based reasoning. For composition-
based reasoning the so-called composition table is used for the consistency problem, which
records all consistent atomic formulas v1Rv2 ∧ v2Sv3 ∧ v1Tv3 for all R,S,T ∈ R. By
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Figure 2.6 – An example showing that a-closure does not decide consistency of OPRA2.
means of the composition table one can rule out inconsistent combinations of relations in
a formula. This process gives rise to a sound method for removing inconsistencies, which
is called the algebraic closure (a-closure) method [Renz and Ligozat, 2005].
The completeness of the a-closure method is however not guaranteed, as consistency
of conjunctions of any three atomic constraints of a formula ϕ does not necessarily induce
consistency of ϕ itself. As an example, Figure 2.6 shows three oriented points A, B,
and C which form a clockwise oriented triangle with A and B both pointing at C. The
complete triangle is described by the following OPRA2 relations: A 2∠51 B, A 2∠30 C,
and B 2∠30 C. We now add another oriented point D with C 2∠37 D. Then we refine
this relation between C and D by stating that A and B also point at D: A 2∠30 D and
B 2∠30 D. As indicated by the dashed lines, this refines the C 2∠73 D relation into two
different linear relations which have an empty intersection and D would have to lie on
both lines at the same time which is not possible. This inconsistency is not discovered by
the algebraic closure algorithm and hence this counter example demonstrates that even
for an atomic OPRA2-formula a-closure does not decide consistency. The construction
used in this counter example can be generalized to OPRAm for an arbitrary m, and as a
consequence, composition-based reasoning is incomplete for finding inconsistencies of
CSP(OPRAm) instances.
For relative direction calculi LR and DRA, it is known that composition-based rea-
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soning is not sufficient to decide consistency of the corresponding constraint satisfaction
problems [Lücke, 2012].
2.4.2 The Gröbner Base Method
By the nature of the problem, relative direction constraints can be transformed to multi-
variate polynomial equations or inequalities, and can thus be tackled by methods that
solve polynomial systems. Several methods have been developed to solve systems of
multivariate polynomial equations over the complex field. Gröbner bases introduced
by Buchberger [1985] offer a computational approach that allows us to rewrite a set
of polynomial equations, not altering their common zero set. In spirit, the approach of
computing Gröbner bases is related to Wu’s method [Wu, 1978, 1986] as both methods
rewrite polynomials by means of polynomial division. The rewriting process cancels vari-
ables and thus leads to equations that are easier to handle. Both elimination techniques
are common foundations of algebraic approaches to geometric theorem proving. When
computing the Gröbner basis a normalization step is usually carried out to obtain the
basis in normal form, called the reduced Gröbner basis. This form exhibits a remarkable
feature: when the initial set of polynomials does not have a common solution, then
the reduced Gröbner basis is equal to {1}. This property suggests that Gröbner bases
enable a straight-forward approach to test the zero set for emptiness, but recall that
polynomial equations can also involve complex roots. Henceforth, in cases where the
reduced Gröbner basis does not equal {1}, a common solution is known to exist, but one
still needs to check whether the common solution is real-valued. The approach of first
computing the Gröbner basis and then further examining the existence of real-valued solu-
tions can handle problems arising when analyzing constraint calculi [Wolter, 2011], e.g.,
automatically computing the composition operation. However, this approach does not
provide us with a complete decision procedure and it appears to be very difficult to turn
it into a complete one. Reasoning with the Gröbner base method has doubly-exponential
computational complexity [Möller and Mora, 1984].
2.4.3 Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition
The Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) [Collins, 1975; Arnon et al., 1984] over-
comes the deficiency of the Gröbner basis method; whereas the Gröbner base method is
not complete, CAD provides a sound and complete algorithm.
Given a finite set of polynomials f1, . . . , fm in n variables with coefficients from Q,
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(a) The benchmark problem
LR-ALL-LEFT(n) is deciding LR-formula⋀1≤i<j<k≤n vivj lvk. The formula is con-
sistent, because it is possible to place
the subsequent points to the left of the
preceding pairs points as the figure
illustrates.
(b) The benchmark problem
LR-INDIAN-TENT(n) is a modification of
LR-ALL-LEFT(n), where two constraints
v1v2lvn and v2v3lvn are substituted with
v1v2rvn and v2v3rvn. These two constraints
force vn to be placed in the shaded
region, contradicting v1v3lvn. Hence,
LR-INDIAN-TENT(n) is inconsistent for all
n ≥ 4.
Figure 2.7 – Benchmark problems in LR.
the CAD algorithm computes a finite subset S of Rn, such that
{(sign(f1(s)), . . . , sign(fm(s)))∣s ∈ S} (2.1)= {(sign(f1(x)), . . . , sign(fm(x)))∣x ∈ Rn},
where sign is a real-valued function that returns the sign (i.e., −1, 0, or 1) of its argument.
Thus, solving a system of polynomial equations and inequalities having f1, . . . , fm on
the left-hand side of the system can be accomplished by evaluating f1, . . . , fm over the
elements of S and checking their signs. Due to condition (2.1) this decision procedure is
sound and complete. It also terminates as S is finite.
To generate the set of sample points S the CAD algorithm decomposes Rn, the domain
of variables x1, . . . , xr, into finitely many subsets C1, . . . ,CK of Rn, such that each subset
Ci is sign-invariant with respect to f1, . . . , fm, meaning that the signs of f1, . . . , fm are
constant when evaluated over Ci. Set S is then obtained by calculating a sample point in
each of the subsets C1, . . . ,CK .
Though CAD is a powerful method that provides a sound and complete algorithm,
the complexity of CAD is doubly exponential in the number n of the variables. The
effect of this huge complexity can be observed in the evaluation of CAD in Figure 2.7,
where CAD is not able to deal with more than 5 objects efficiently.3 Here, benchmark
3The evaluation was done with Mathematica™ ver. 8.0.1.0 on an OS X machine with Intel Core 2 Duo
2.66 GHz processor and 4 GB memory.
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(a) Evaluation of CAD with LR-ALL-
LEFT(n).
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(b) Evaluation of CAD with LR-INDIAN-
TENT(n).
Figure 2.8 – Evaluation of CAD in Mathematica with benchmark problems LR-ALL-LEFT(n)
and LR-INDIAN-TENT(n). Although Mathematica finds consistent instances for
LR-ALL-LEFT(4) and LR-ALL-LEFT(5), and inconsistencies of LR-INDIAN-TENT(4) and
LR-INDIAN-TENT(5) in less than a few seconds, it was not able to decide consistency of
LR-ALL-LEFT(6) and inconsistency of LR-INDIAN-TENT(6) within 6 hours.
problems LR-ALL-LEFT(n) (see Figure 2.7a) and LR-INDIAN-TENT(n) (see Figure 2.7b)
are evaluated using the Mathematica function FindInstance. Although Mathematica
finds consistent instances for LR-ALL-LEFT(4) and LR-ALL-LEFT(5), and inconsistencies
of LR-INDIAN-TENT(4) and LR-INDIAN-TENT(5) in less than few seconds, it was not
able to decide consistency of LR-ALL-LEFT(6) and inconsistency of LR-INDIAN-TENT(6)
within 6 hours.
In general, despite its soundness and completeness, CAD is impractical when a CSP
involves more than 5 LR variables which corresponds to 10 real variables (a LR variable
is represented by its x coordinate and y coordinate). Moreover, experiments have shown
that CAD cannot even solve a CSP(OPRAm) instance with 3 or more OPRAm variables.
This is due to the fact that one OPRAm variable requires 4 real variables for representing
its position and direction (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.3.9) and accordingly, 3 OPRAm
variables require 12 real variables which exceeds the number of variables that CAD can
handle. This negative property of CAD with respect to relative directions motivates us to
move our perspective from developing exact methods that are almost useless in practice
to developing practical approximative methods that maintain a good balance between
algorithm speed and quality of results.
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2.4.4 The Grid-Based Method
A natural and intuitive way for finding a consistent model of relative direction constraints
is discretizing the infinite domain and searching in the discretized domain. For example,
one can discretize the plane R2 to a bounded M ×M grid in Z2 and discretize the interval[0,2pi) for orientation to {k ⋅ 2pim ∣ k = 1, . . . ,m − 1}. A drawback of this approach is that
one cannot guarantee that the given grid resolution is sufficiently fine so as to find a
solution. This problem is addressed, for example, in [Liu and Li, 2011], where a random
search is applied for finding all consistent OPRA2 formulas involving three variables.
Ten million loops were, however, not sufficient to find all consistent triples, which is due
to the fact that certain consistent OPRA2 constraints could not be presented on a grid.
A related theoretical result can be found in [Goodman et al., 1989], where the authors
prove that for deciding merely the left and right constraints involving n variables, doubly
exponentially many grid points are needed in the number of n.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we will show that the grid-based method can be successfully
applied for approximating OPRAm, if only the orientation domain [0,2pi) is discretized
while keeping the position domain R2.
2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has given an overview of qualitative spatial reasoning. We started with
the motivation of QSR and presented the spatial constraint language and qualitative
calculus as formalisms for reasoning with relative directions. We then introduced relative
direction calculi and identified that no polynomial-time decisions procedures have been
found so far for deciding atomic instances of CSPs for relative directions. For reasoning
with relative direction calculi we presented the existing methods for semi-deciding or
deciding CSPs for relative directions. It turned out that only CAD can decide the CSPs for
relative directions. However, CAD suffers from its inefficiency as it can only deal with at
most 5 LR variables or 2 OPRAm variables, making the method useless in practice. We
can formulate the following research problems from observing the state of the art of QSR:
• Determine whether there exists a polynomial time algorithm for atomic instances
of CSPs for relative directions.
• Develop an algorithm that can approximate reasoning with 3 or more OPRAm
variables that maintains a good balance between algorithm speed and quality of
results.
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• Develop an algorithm that can find a model of the input CSP instance.
• Develop an algorithm that accepts landmarks (i.e. partial grounding of the vari-
ables).
The remainder of this thesis is devoted to answering these problems.
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Chapter3
The Computational Complexity of
Reasoning about Relative Directions
In this chapter we analyze the computational complexity of reasoning with
relative directions and discuss its implications in qualitative spatial reasoning.
FAILING in devising a polynomial time decision procedure for a problem is not un-common. If several such attempts fail and the inherent hardness of the problem
is suspected, then it is worthwhile to start analyzing the computational complexity of
the problem. Once the problem at hand turns out to be inherently hard to solve, for
example NP-hard, then one will not waste time by further trying to find a polynomial time
decision procedure for that problem. Instead, one would shift the focus on developing
approximative algorithms that behave well in practical situations.
As mentioned in the foregoing chapters no efficient decision procedures have been
found for reasoning about relative directions. This motivates us to study the com-
putational complexity of reasoning about relative directions to ascertain whether a
polynomial-time decision procedure for the problem can exist at all. In this chapter we
will show the following results in reasoning about relative directional directions:
1. There is no polynomial-time method for reasoning with relations left and right.
2. Reasoning with relative direction calculi (i.e., LR, DRA, DCC, OPRAm) is in fact∃R-complete, hence it is NP-hard and in PSPACE.
The consequence of the first result is that any polynomial-time approach fails to
decide problems that involve relations left and right; this includes also the most widely
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used and analyzed approach algebraic closure, which enforces algebraic closure of a CSP
instance via constraint propagation. The result accounts for why no polynomial-time
decision procedures for reasoning with relative direction calculi could be found so far.
The implication of the second result is remarkable as well: as a member of the class∃R reasoning with relative direction calculi is as hard as solving a Boolean combination
of polynomial equations and inequalities over the reals with rational coefficients. This
means that any geometric problem that can be formulated as a Boolean combination
of polynomial equations and inequalities, which includes reasoning with points, lines,
algebraic curves, polygons and ellipses to name a few, can be reduced to reasoning with
relative direction calculi in polynomial time. Having this expressive power, reasoning
with relative direction calculi is a hard problem and possibly harder than solving SAT.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we introduce the complexity class∃R [Schaefer, 2010], which resides between NP and PSPACE.
In Section 3.2 we discuss oriented matroids and its realization problem (ROM)
which is known to be ∃R-complete. We then reduce ROM to CSPs for relative direction
calculi (i.e., LR, DRA, DCC, OPRAm) and prove thereby that reasoning about relative
directions is ∃R-complete. We show further that deciding the satisfiability of only left/right
constraints (LRSAT) is already NP-hard.
In Section 3.3 we show that reasoning with relative direction calculi is in the class ∃R.
Being in ∃R and ∃R-hard, reasoning with relative direction calculi is ∃R-complete.
We will conclude the chapter by showing that the modern implementations of decision
procedures for ∃R-complete problems are ineffective for CSPs for relative directions, as
they cannot handle more than two OPRAm variables.
This chapter is based on the results in [Wolter and Lee, 2010] and extends it by
replacing the NP-hard lower bound with the tighter ∃R-hard lower bound, and showing
the ∃R-completeness of reasoning with relative direction calculi.
3.1 The Complexity Class ∃R
The complexity class ∃R was first introduced in [Schaefer, 2010] and is based on the
existential theory of the reals. The robustness of class ∃R is substantiated by the fact that
several well known problems are captured by this class.
We will first define the existential theory of the reals, based on which the complexity
class ∃R is defined.
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Definition 3.1.1. The existential theory of the reals is the set of true sentences of the form
∃x1 . . .∃xn φ(x1, . . . , xn).
where φ(x) is a quantifier-free Boolean formula over polynomial equations or inequalities
(i.e., f(x1, . . . , xn) < 0, g(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ 0 or h(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, f, g, h being polynomials).
Here, the polynomials have rational coefficients and each variable xi ranges over R.
The decision problem for the existential theory of the reals (ETR) is the problem of
deciding if a given sentence in the existential theory of the reals is true.
In fact we can allow real algebraic numbers (i.e., numbers that are real roots of
polynomials) rather than rational numbers for the coefficients of the polynomials in
ETR. This has no effect on the complexity of ETR, as the two differently stated problems
are reducible to each other in polynomial time. However, real algebraic coefficients are
required for the reduction proof in this section.
Theorem 3.1.2. ETR has the same complexity class as ETRalg, the existential theory of the
reals whose polynomials have real algebraic coefficients.
Proof. Given an instance φ of ETRalg we translate it to an instance of ETR as follows: for
each (real algebraic) coefficient c in φ, we introduce
• a new fresh variable x that substitutes c,
• an equation P (x) = 0 stating that x is a root of the respective polynomial P , and
• an inequality (x − a)(b − x) ≤ 0 which distinguishes the root (which x represents)
from other roots of P by restricting the domain of x to [a, b].
This is a polynomial-time reduction, because the new formula has length polynomial in
the length of φ.
Definition 3.1.3 (The complexity class ∃R). The complexity class ∃R is the class of all
problems that are polynomial-time reducible to ETR. A computational problem is said to
be ∃R-hard, if every problem in ∃R can be reduced to it by a polynomial-time reduction.
A computational problem is said to be ∃R-complete, if it is ∃R-hard and belongs to ∃R.
Many computational problems are identified as ∃R-complete, including stretcha-
bility of simple pseudoline arrangement [Shor, 1991], the algorithmic Steinitz prob-
lem [Björner et al., 1999], intersection graphs of line segments [Kratochvil and Matousek,
1994], straight-line realizability of abstract topological graphs [Kyncˇl, 2008], topological
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inference with convexity [Davis et al., 1999], finding Brouwer fixed points and Nash
equilibria [Schaefer and Štefankovic]. For more details we refer to [Schaefer, 2010].∃R-complete problems are hard to solve as the following theorem states.
Theorem 3.1.4. NP ⊆ ∃R ⊆ PSPACE
Proof. The first inclusion NP ⊆ ∃R is easy to show, see for example [Basu et al., 2006,
p. 513]. However, the other inclusion ∃R ⊆ PSPACE requires advanced knowledge in real
algebraic geometry and is proved in [Canny, 1988].
Whether NP ⊇ ∃R or ∃R ⊇ PSPACE could not be shown so far and is an open problem.
3.2 The Lower Bound
In this section we show the ∃R-hardness of reasoning with relative direction calculi
by reducing the realizability problem for uniform oriented matroids to reasoning with
relative direction calculi.
We will first introduce oriented matroids and its realizability problem (ROM) which is∃R-complete. We will then reduce ROM to each of the relative direction calculi introduced
in the thesis, i.e., LR, DCC, DRA and OPRAm.
Furthermore, we will prove that the NP-hard realizability problem for uniform ori-
ented matroids (RUOM) which is a subproblem of ROM can be reduced to the satisfiability
problem of left/right constraints (LRSAT).
3.2.1 Oriented Matroids
Oriented matroids [Richter-Gebert and Ziegler, 1997; Björner et al., 1999] can be con-
sidered as combinatorial generalizations of spatial arrangements. They provide a broad
model to describe information about relative positions geometrically (Definition 3.2.1)
and purely combinatorially (Definition 3.2.3), and have also been proposed as a discrete
spatial representation [Knuth, 1992; Stell and Webster, 2007]. Oriented matroids allow
us to abstract a concrete spatial reasoning problem in R2 to a problem in combinatorial
geometry. For an in-depth coverage we refer to [Björner et al., 1999].
Oriented matroids can be axiomatized in several ways (see [Björner et al., 1999]).
From the different axiomatizations of oriented matroids, we will choose the axiomati-
zation using the notion of chirotopes, which captures the aspect of relative directions.
Furthermore, we will restrict ourself to chirotopes with respect to the 3-dimensional
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vector space. Therefore the oriented matroids dealt hereafter are of rank 3, if the rank is
not mentioned explicitly.
The following definition introduces oriented matroids as a mathematical object ex-
tracted from a vector configuration. Note that a vector configuration in R3 is a finite
sequence of vectors in R3 that span R3.
Definition 3.2.1 (Oriented matroid of a vector configuration). Let V = (v1, . . . , vn) be
a finite configuration in R3, sgn ∶ R → {−1,0,1} a function that returns the sign of its
argument, and det(vi1 , vi2 , vi3) the determinant of a 3 × 3 matrix having vi1 , vi2 , vi3 as its
column vectors. The oriented matroid of V is given by the map
χ
V
∶ {1,2, . . . , n}3 Ð→ {−1,0,1}
(i1, i2, i3) z→ sgn(det(vi1 , vi2 , vi3))
which is called the chirotope of V. The map χ
V
records for each vector triple the informa-
tion about whether it consists of linearly dependent vectors, a positively oriented basis of
R3, or a negatively oriented basis of R3 (0, 1, -1, respectively).
Example 3.2.2. The oriented matroid of V = (v1, v2, v3) with v1 = (1,0,0)T , v2 =(0,1,0)T , v3 = (0,0,1)T is the map χV ∶ {1,2,3}3 → {−1,0,1} with χV (1,2,3) = χV (2,3,1) =
χ
V
(3,1,2) = 1 and χ
V
(2,1,3) = χ
V
(1,3,2) = χ
V
(3,2,1) = −1. All other triples from{1,2,3}3 represent linearly dependent vector triples, and thus map to 0.
The preceding definition of oriented matroid has an underlying vector configuration.
In the following we will axiomatize oriented matroids as purely combinatorial objects
decoupled from a vector configuration.
Definition 3.2.3 (Oriented matroid). An oriented matroid on E = {1,2, . . . , n} with n ≥ 3
is a map given by
χ ∶ E3 Ð→ {−1,0,1},
called a chirotope, which satisfies the following three axioms:
(C1) χ is not identically zero.
(C2) χ is alternating, that is, χ(iσ(1), iσ(2), iσ(3)) = sign(σ)χ(i1, i2, i3) for all i1, i2, i3 ∈ E
and every permutation σ on {1,2,3} , where sign(σ) stands for the signature of a
permutation σ.
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(C3) For all i1, i2, i3, j1, j2, j3 ∈ E such that
χ(j1, i2, i3) ⋅ χ(i1, j2, j3) ≥ 0,
χ(j2, i2, i3) ⋅ χ(j1, i1, j3) ≥ 0,
χ(j3, i2, i3) ⋅ χ(j1, j2, i1) ≥ 0
we have
χ(i1, i2, i3) ⋅ χ(j1, j2, j3) ≥ 0
We note that axiom (C2) implies χ(i1, i2, i3) = 0 if two of three arguments coincide. An
oriented matroid is said to be uniform, if χ(i1, i2, i3) ∈ {−1,1} for all pairwise different
i1, i2, i3 ∈ E. We also note that an oriented matroid χV of a vector configuration V as
defined in Definition 3.2.1 is an oriented matroid on E, where E is the index set of V .
Remark 3.2.4. The axiom (C3) comes from abstracting the sign properties in the Grassmann-
Plücker relations for three-order determinants which stands for the identity
det(vi1 , vi2 , vi3) ⋅ det(vj1 , vj2 , vj3) = det(vj1 , vi2 , vi3) ⋅ det(vi1 , vj2 , vj3)+ det(vj2 , vi2 , vi3) ⋅ det(vj1 , vi1 , vj3)+ det(vj3 , vi2 , vi3) ⋅ det(vj1 , vj2 , vi1),
where vi1 , vi2 , vi3 , vj1 , vj2 , vj3 ∈ R3 (cp. [Björner et al., 1999]).
Example 3.2.5. The map χ ∶ {1,2,3}3 → {−1,0,1} defined by χ(1,2,3) = χ(2,3,1) =
χ(3,1,2) = 1 and χ(2,1,3) = χ(1,3,2) = χ(3,2,1) = −1, where all other triples from{1,2,3}3 are mapped to 0, satisfies all three axioms in Definition 3.2.3. It is thus an
oriented matroid and is uniform.
Now that there is the definition of oriented matroid that is of a purely combinatorial
nature, one can ask the following question:
Given an oriented matroid χ on E = {1, . . . , n}, is there a vector configuration
V = (v1, . . . , vn) whose vectors span R3, such that V is a realization of χ, in
other words, χ
V
is equal to χ?
To exemplify this question, let us take the oriented matroid from Example 3.2.5. We
observe that the triple (v1, v2, v3) of vectors
v1 = (1,0,0)T , v2 = (0,1,0)T , v3 = (0,0,1)T
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1
Figure 3.1 – The connection between a vector configuration and a point configuration in the
plane.
is a realization of χ, since χ(i, j, k) = sgn(det(vi, vj , vk)) = χV (i, j, k) for all i, j, k ∈{1,2,3}.
The aforementioned problem is the so-called realizability problem for oriented ma-
troids (ROM) and is equivalent to the pseudoline stretchability problem which is ∃R-
complete [Shor, 1991; Schaefer, 2010].
A slightly modified version of ROM is the realizability problem for uniform oriented
matroids (RUOM), where only uniform oriented matroids are considered. RUOM is
NP-hard [Shor, 1991].
3.2.2 ∃R-Hardness of Reasoning about Relative Directions
Now we establish a connection between oriented matroids and relative direction relations.
This allows us to reduce the ∃R-complete problem ROM to reasoning with relative
direction calculi. As vector configurations are closely related to oriented matroids, we will
first establish a connection between vector configurations in R3 and point configurations
in the plane. Then we will apply the same concept used for the connection between vector
configurations and point configurations to the connection between oriented matroids and
relative direction relations. The following example illustrates the connection between a
vector configuration and left/right relations for points in the plane.
Example 3.2.6. Consider the projection f ∶ (x, y, z) ↦ 1/z(x, y, z) shown in Figure 3.1,
which identifies vectors v1, v2, v3 with vectors v′1, v′2, v′3 in the plane {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 ∣ z = 1}.
Since vectors v1, v2, v3 form a positively oriented basis of R3 (i.e., det(v1, v2, v3) = 1), v′3
is to the left of the directed line from v′1 to v′2.
In Example 3.2.6, establishing the connection between a vector configuration in R3
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and left/right relations for points in a plane was possible, due to the fact that all vectors
are on one side of the XY -plane. Acyclic vector configurations assume this very property
of vectors:
Definition 3.2.7. A vector configuration V = (v1, . . . , vn) in R3 is said to be acyclic, if the
vectors from V are entirely contained in an open half-space induced by a plane, i.e., there
is a linear map f ∶ R3 → R, such that f(vi) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Given an acyclic vector configuration we can project the vectors vi, i = 1, . . . , n to
points in an affine plane A2 defined by
A2 ∶= {x ∈ R3 ∣ f(x) = 1},
where we associate each vector vi, i = 1, . . . , n with the point 1f(vi)vi ∈ A2.
Theorem 3.2.9 characterizes a necessary condition for a vector configuration to be
acyclic, which is useful for enforcing acyclicity of a vector configuration. Hereafter, we
will regard V both as a vector configuration and as a set that consists of the vectors in
the vector configuration. Furthermore, v∗ and v∗∗ will denote two linearly independent
vectors from V , and V +1 , V −1 , V +2 , V −2 , V +3 , V −3 are sets defined as
V +1 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ v = tv∗ for a t ∈ R, t > 0}
V −1 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ v = tv∗ for a t ∈ R, t < 0}
V +2 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ v = t1v∗ + t2v∗∗ for t1, t2 ∈ R, t2 > 0}
V −2 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ v = t1v∗ + t2v∗∗ for t1, t2 ∈ R, t2 < 0}
V +3 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ det(v∗, v∗∗, v) > 0}
V −3 ∶= {v ∈ V ∣ det(v∗, v∗∗, v) < 0} .
Lemma 3.2.8. V +1 , V −1 , V +2 , V −2 , V +3 , V −3 are pairwise disjoint, and jointly exhaustive, i.e.,
V = V +1 ∪˙ V −1 ∪˙ V +2 ∪˙ V −2 ∪˙ V +3 ∪˙ V −3 .
Proof. By definition V +i and V −i are disjoint for i = 1,2,3. Then given a vector v ∈ V , it is
from one of the pairwise disjoint sets
V +1 ∪˙ V −1 = V ∩ span(v∗),
V +2 ∪˙ V −2 = V ∩ span(v∗, v∗∗)/span(v∗), or
V +3 ∪˙ V −3 = V ∩R3/span(v∗, v∗∗).
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Theorem 3.2.9. V is acyclic, if
V = V +1 ∪ V +2 ∪ V +3 .
Proof. Let v∗∗∗ ∈ V +3 . Note that V +3 is not empty, because V spans R3. Let v∗ × v∗∗ be the
vector product of v∗ and v∗∗, thus (v∗ × v∗∗)T v = det(v∗, v∗∗, v). We define a linear map
f ∶ R3 → R with
f(v) = (v∗ + α(v∗ × v∗∗∗) + β(v∗ × v∗∗))T v,
where α and β are real numbers with the properties
α(v∗ × v∗∗∗)T v > v∗T v for all v ∈ V2
and
β(v∗ × v∗∗)T v > v∗T v + α(v∗ × v∗∗∗)T v for all v ∈ V3.
Such α and β exist, because (v∗ × v∗∗∗)T v = det(v∗, v∗∗∗, v) < 0 for all v ∈ V +2 and(v∗ × v∗∗)T v = det(v∗, v∗∗, v) > 0 for all v ∈ V +3 .
Then, for all v ∈ V +1
f(v) = v∗T v > 0,
and for all v ∈ V +2
f(v) = v∗T v + α(v∗ × v∗∗∗)T v > 0
and for all v ∈ V +3
f(v) = v∗T v + α(v∗ × v∗∗∗)T v + β(v∗ × v∗∗)T v > 0
Thus f(v) > 0 for all v ∈ V .
Based on Theorem 3.2.9 we can devise a procedure for enforcing acyclicity of a
vector configuration only by changing the signs of vectors. An example is illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
Function EnforceAcycVC on page 37 implements an O(n3) algorithm for enforcing
acyclicity of a vector configuration based on the idea presented in Figure 3.2. EnforceAcy-
cVC moves all vectors in sets V −1 , V −2 , V −3 to sets V +1 , V +2 , V +3 such that the resulting vector
configuration is acyclic according to Theorem 3.2.9. In the following we will prove the
correctness of EnforceAcycVC.
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(a) The vector configuration is cyclic
and V −1 = {v4}, V −2 = {v5}, V −3 = {v3},
where v∗ ∶= v1 and v∗∗ ∶= v2.
(b) By switching the sign of v3, we
move v3 from V −3 to V +3 .
(c) By switching the sign of v5, we
move v5 from V −2 to V +2 .
(d) By switching the sign of v4, we
move v4 from V −1 to V +1 .
(e) The vector configuration is acyclic
due to Theorem 3.2.9
(f) The corresponding point configura-
tion in the affine plane A2.
Figure 3.2 – Enforcing acyclicity of a vector configuration by switching the signs of vectors.
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Input: A vector configuration V = (v1, . . . , vn).
Output: An acyclic vector configuration obtained from V by switching the signs of
vectors from V
1 begin
2 v∗ ← 0, v∗∗ ← 0, v∗∗∗ ← 0
// Choose two linearly independent vectors v∗,v∗∗ ∈ V
3 foreach (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}3 do
4 if det(vi, vj , vk) ≠ 0 then
5 v∗ ← vi
6 v∗∗ ← vj
7 break // break from the foreach loop
// Move all vectors in V−3 to V+3 by switching their signs.
8 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
9 if det(v∗, v∗∗, vi) < 0 then
10 vi ← −vi
// Choose a vector v∗∗∗ ∈ V+3
11 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
12 if det(v∗, v∗∗, vi) > 0 then
13 v∗∗∗ ← vi
14 break // break from the foreach loop
// Move all vectors in V−2 to V+2 by switching their signs.
15 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
16 if det(v∗, v∗∗, vi) = 0 and det(v∗, vi, v∗∗∗) < 0 then
17 vi ← −vi
// Move all vectors in V−1 to V+1 by switching their signs.
18 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
19 if det(v∗, v∗∗, vi) = 0 and det(v∗, vi, v∗∗∗) = 0 and det(vi, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) < 0 then
20 vi ← −vi
21 return V
Function EnforceAcycVC(V )
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The following lemmas show that Function EnforceAcycVC detects vectors in V −1 , V −2 ,
and V −3 by testing the signs of determinant expressions.
Lemma 3.2.10. Let v ∈ V . Then v ∈ V −3 , if and only if det(v∗, v∗∗, v) < 0.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the definition of V −3 .
For the following two lemmas we note that if V −3 is empty, then V +3 is not empty,
otherwise V would not span R3.
Lemma 3.2.11. Let V −3 be empty and v∗∗∗ ∈ V +3 . Let v ∈ V . Then v ∈ V −2 , if and only if
det(v∗, v∗∗, v) = 0 and det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) < 0.
Proof. If v ∈ V −2 , then there are t1, t2 ∈ R, t2 < 0, such that v = t1v∗ + t2v∗∗. Thus
det(v∗, v∗∗, v) = t1 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗) + t2 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗) = 0.
Furthermore,
det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) = t1 det(v∗, v∗, v∗∗∗) + t2 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) = t2 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) < 0.
For the other direction of the proof, we note that det(v∗, v∗∗, v) = 0 is a necessary
condition for v to be in V −2 , since it would otherwise be in V +3 . Now assume that
det(v∗, v∗∗, v) = 0 and det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) < 0 and v ∉ V −2 . Then v ∈ V +1 ∪ V −1 ∪ V +2 , i.e., there
are t1, t2 ∈ R, (t1, t2) ≠ (0,0) and t2 ≥ 0, such that v = t1v∗ + t2v∗∗. Then
0 > det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗)= t1 det(v∗, v∗, v∗∗∗) + t2 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗∗)= t2 det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗∗)
Since t2 ≥ 0 and det(v∗, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) > 0, the inequality is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.2.12. Let V −3 be empty and v∗∗∗ ∈ V +3 . Let v ∈ V . Then v ∈ V −1 , if and only if
det(v∗, v∗∗, v) = 0, det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) = 0 and det(v, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) < 0.
Proof. The one direction is straight forward. Now we assume that det(v∗, v∗∗, v) =
0, det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) = 0 and det(v, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) < 0 and v ∉ V −1 . Then v ∈ V +1 ∪ V +2 ∪ V −2 .
However, if v ∈ V +1 , then det(v, v∗∗, v∗∗∗) < 0 cannot be satisfied and if v ∈ V +2 ∪ V −2 , then
det(v∗, v, v∗∗∗) = 0 cannot be satisfied. Thus we have a contradiction.
Theorem 3.2.13. Function EnforceAcycVC is correct.
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Proof. Function EnforceAcycVC chooses two linear independent vectors v∗, v∗∗ ∈ V
(lines 3–7) and moves all vectors in V −3 to V +3 (lines 8–10), where the vectors in V −3 are
detected by applying Lemma 3.2.10. Then it moves all vectors in V −2 to V +2 (lines 15–17)
and all vectors in V −1 to V +1 (lines 18–20), where Lemma 3.2.11 and Lemma 3.2.12
are applied, respectively. Since V = V +1 ∪˙ V −1 ∪˙ V +2 ∪˙ V −2 ∪˙ V +3 ∪˙ V −3 by Lemma 3.2.8 and
V −1 , V −2 , V −3 are empty, V = V +1 ∪ V +2 ∪ V +3 . Thus V is acyclic by Theorem 3.2.9.
We can apply the concept underlying Function EnforceAcycVC to oriented matroids,
such that an oriented matroid χ can be transformed to an oriented matroid χ′ which is
equivalent in realizability and, if χ′ is realizable, then it has an acyclic realization. The
transformation is implemented by Function EnforceAcycOM on the next page which is
an one-to-one translation of Function EnforceAcycVC to the oriented matroid setting.
The main difference is the use of Function SwitchSign on this page, which concerns the
change of the signs of determinants resulting from switching the sign of a vector.
Input: An oriented matroid χ and an index i.
Output: An oriented matroid that is obtained by switching all signs of χ that
involve i.
1 begin
2 for j ← 1 to n do
3 for k ← 1 to n do
4 χ(i, j, k)← −χ(i, j, k)
5 χ(j, i, k)← −χ(j, i, k)
6 χ(j, k, i)← −χ(j, k, i)
7 χ(i, k, j)← −χ(i, k, j)
8 χ(k, j, i)← −χ(k, j, i)
9 χ(k, i, j)← −χ(k, i, j)
10 return χ
Function SwitchSign(χ, i)
Function EnforceAcycOM is correct: given an oriented matroid χ with a realiza-
tion V , χ′ = EnforceAcycOM(χ) is an oriented matroid with an acyclic realization V ′ =
EnforceAcycVC(V ). On the other hand, if χ is not realizable, then χ′ = EnforceAcycOM(χ)
is not realizable as well, because if χ′ = EnforceAcycOM(χ) were realizable with a real-
ization V ′, then one would obtain a realization V of χ by reversing the operations of
switching signs in EnforceAcycOM. Note that EnforceAcycOM runs in O(n3).
From the correctness of Function EnforceAcycOM we can conclude the following
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Input: An oriented matroid χ.
Output: An oriented matroid that is realizable if and only if χ is realizable. The
realization is acyclic.
1 begin
2 i∗ ← 0, i∗∗ ← 0, i∗∗∗ ← 0
3 foreach (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}3 do
4 if χ(i, j, k) ≠ 0 then
5 i∗ ← i
6 i∗∗ ← j
7 break // break from the foreach loop
8 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
9 if χ(i∗, i∗∗, i) < 0 then
10 SwitchSign(χ, i)
11 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
12 if χ(i∗, i∗∗, i) > 0 then
13 i∗∗∗ ← i
14 break // break from the foreach loop
15 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
16 if χ(i∗, i∗∗, i) = 0 and χ(i∗, i, i∗∗∗) < 0 then
17 SwitchSign(χ, i)
18 foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
19 if χ(i∗, i∗∗, i) = 0 and χ(i∗, i, i∗∗∗) = 0 and χ(i, i∗∗, i∗∗∗) < 0 then
20 SwitchSign(χ, i)
21 return V
Function EnforceAcycOM(V )
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Figure 3.3 – A realization of an acyclic oriented matroid χ ∶ {1,2,3,4,5}3 → {−1,0,1} with
χ(1,2,3) = 1, χ(1,2,4) = 0, χ(1,2,5) = 0, χ(1,3,4) = 0 and χ(1,3,5) = −1 and so forth.
Equivalently, we have v1v2 l v3; v1v2 {f, e, i, s,b} v4; v1v2 {f, e, i, s,b} v5, v1v3 {f, e, i, s,b} v4 and
v1v3 r v5.
theorem:
Theorem 3.2.14. Given an oriented matroid χ one can transform it in polynomial time to
an oriented matroid χ′ that is realizable if and only if χ is realizable, and if χ′ is realizable,
then the realization is acyclic.
Theorem 3.2.15. CSP(LR) is ∃R-hard.
Proof. Since ROM is ∃R-complete, it suffices to show that ROM can be reduced to
CSP(LR) in polynomial time. Let an oriented matroid χ ∶ {1, . . . , n}3 ↦ {−1,0,1} be
given. Since CSP(LR) requires point configurations in the plane but the realization of an
oriented matroid are vectors in the 3-dimensional space, we generate a new oriented ma-
troid χ′ which is equivalent in realizability and has an acyclic realization when realizable,
such that the realization of χ′ can be identified with a point configuration in an affine
space. This can be accomplished in polynomial time using Function EnforceAcycOM.
Next we translate χ′ to an instance ϕ of CSP(LR): first, we translate the numbers
1, . . . , n in the domain {1, . . . , n}3 of χ′ to variables v1, v2, . . . , vn defined on the plane R2.
Then we generate for each triple (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}3 a constraint vi vj r vk if χ′(i, j, k) =−1, vi vj l vk if χ′(i, j, k) = 1, and vi vj {f, e, i, s,b} vk if χ′(i, j, k) = 0 (see Figure 3.3).
Because the translation does not change the semantics of χ′, the oriented matroid χ′ is
realizable, if and only if ϕ is satisfiable. As the translations from χ to χ′ and from χ′ to ϕ
are done each in polynomial time, and χ is realizable, if and only if ϕ is satisfiable, we
have obtained a polynomial-time reduction from ROM to CSP(LR).
Now let LRSAT be the computational problem of deciding whether an atomic LR-
formula involving only left/right relations is satisfiable. Then we have the following
result:
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Theorem 3.2.16. LRSAT is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.2.15, except for the fact that
instead of reducing ROM to LR we reduce the NP-hard problem RUOM to LRSAT. As
a uniform oriented matroid χ has the range {−1,1}, its translation in LR is an atomic
formula that involves only left and right relations. Since RUOM is NP-hard, LRSAT is
NP-hard.
As a consequence of the previous theorem, deciding the satisfiability of an atomicLR-formula is NP-hard.
Theorem 3.2.17. CSP@(LR) is NP-hard.
Because relations in DCC are refinements of LR relations, and thus any LR relation
can be described by a union of DCC relations, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.2.18. CSP(DCC) is ∃R-hard.
The same result holds for the remaining calculi OPRAm and DRA as well.
Theorem 3.2.19. CSP(OPRAm) is ∃R-hard
Proof. We prove the theorem by reducing ROM to CSP(OPRA1). Then, becauseOPRAm relations for an arbitrary m = 2,3, . . . refine OPRA1 relations, CSP(OPRAm)
is ∃R-hard as well.
Let an oriented matroid χ ∶ {1, . . . , n}3 ↦ {−1,0,1} be given. As in the proof for
Theorem 3.2.15 we generate a new oriented matroid χ′ which is equivalent in realizability
and has an acyclic realization when realizable, such that the realization of χ′ can be
identified with a point configuration in an affine space which can be accomplished in
polynomial time using Function EnforceAcycOM.
To each triple (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}3 we introduce variables vijki , vijkj , vijkk and relate
them with OPRA1 constraints:
vijki m∠∗0 vijkj ∧ vijki m∠∗3 vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = −1
vijki m∠∗0 vijkj ∧ vijki m∠∗1 vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = 1
vijki {m∠∗0 ,m∠∗,m∠∗2 }vijkj ∧ vijki {m∠∗0 ,m∠∗,m∠∗2 }vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = 0,
where the asterisk symbol * is used to refer to the union of all sectors, i.e.,
m∠∗0 = {m∠00 ,m∠10 , . . . ,m∠m−10 }
m∠∗ = {m∠0,m∠1, . . . ,m∠m − 1}.
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Figure 3.4 – A model of the OPRA1-formula translated from the acyclic oriented matroid in
Figure 3.3. For each triple (i, j, k) ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}3 three OPRA1 variables are introduced to
represent χ(i, j, k). Then for each i ∈ {1,2,3,4,5} all OPRA1 variables corresponding to i
are tied together.
Then for each ` ∈ {1, . . . , n} we tie all vijk` , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n together by relating them with
relation m∠∗ (see Figure 3.4). The conjunction of all the OPRA1 constraints introduced
is a OPRA1-formula ϕ that preserves the semantics of χ′. As the translations from χ
to χ′ and from χ′ to ϕ are done each in polynomial time, and χ is realizable, if and
only if ϕ is satisfiable, we have obtained a polynomial-time reduction from ROM to
CSP(OPRAm).
Theorem 3.2.20. CSP(DRA) is ∃R-hard
Proof. The setting is the same as in the proof for Theorem 3.2.19 except for the translation,
i.e., to each triple (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}3 we introduce variables vijki , vijkj , vijkk and relate
them with DRA constraints:
vijki f ∗ ∗∗ vijkj ∧ vijki r ∗ ∗∗ vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = −1
vijki f ∗ ∗∗ vijkj ∧ vijki l ∗ ∗∗ vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = 1
vijki {f ∗ ∗∗, e ∗ ∗∗, i ∗ ∗∗, s ∗ ∗∗,b ∗ ∗∗}vijkj∧ vijki {f ∗ ∗∗, e ∗ ∗∗, i ∗ ∗∗, s ∗ ∗∗,b ∗ ∗∗}vijkk if χ(i, j, k) = 0,
where the asterisk symbol * is used to refer to the union of all LR relations (see Fig-
ure 3.5). Then for each ` ∈ {1, . . . , n} we tie all vijk` , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n together by relating
them with relation s ∗ ∗∗.
All in all, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.2.21. Reasoning with relative direction calculi is ∃R-hard.
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Figure 3.5 – A model of the DRA-formula translated from the acyclic oriented matroid in
Figure 3.3. For each triple (i, j, k) ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}3 three DRA variables are introduced to
represent χ(i, j, k). Then for each i ∈ {1,2,3,4,5} all DRA variables corresponding to i are
tied together.
Now that CSPs for relative directional calculi (i.e., LR, DCC, DRA and OPRAm) are∃R-hard, we can ask whether at least the satisfiability of the atomic formulas of relative
direction calculi can be decided in polynomial time. However, this would imply the
NP-membership of CSPs for relative direction calculi, as one can non-deterministically
choose a relation in each conjunct and solve the atomic formula in polynomial time.
Therefore we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.22. If NP ≠ ∃R, then CSP@ for a relative direction calculus is not in PTIME.
Since all ∃R-hard problems have been extensively studied and none of these problems
could be shown to be in NP so far we conjecture the following:
Conjecture 3.2.23. CSP@ for a relative direction calculus is not in PTIME.
3.3 The Upper Bound
In this section we show that reasoning with relative directions is in ∃R and accordingly
in PSPACE.
3.3.1 The Expressive Power of OPRAm
In this subsection we show that OPRAm is the most expressive relative direction calculi
among the relative direction calculi introduced so far. We will prove this by reducing the
constraint satisfaction problems for calculi DCC, DRA, LR to the constraint satisfaction
problem for the Boolean closure of OPRAm, i.e., CSP(OPRAclm). We will contradict
the claim in [Dylla and Wallgrün, 2007] and [Dylla, 2008] that the expressive power
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of OPRAm is sufficient to express DCC, DRA and LR and reasoning with them using
an OPRAm decision procedure. We will prove that the expressive power of OPRAclm is
indeed required for the reduction.
As CSP(OPRAm) and CSP(OPRAclm) are equivalent up to polynomial reduction,
which will be proved in Theorem 3.3.11, we can safely use the Boolean closure ofOPRAm while not adding extra computational complexity to it.
Lemma 3.3.1. CSP(DCC) is reducible to CSP(OPRAcl2 ).
Input: A DCC-formula ϕdcc = ⋀i,j vivj{R1ijk, . . . ,Rrijkijk }vk
Output: An OPRAcl2 -formula ϕopra that is satisfiable if and only if ϕdcc is
satisfiable.
1 begin
2 ϕopra ← ⊺
3 for all i, j, k = 1, . . . , n do
4 Cijk ← 
5 for all ` = 1, . . . , rijk do
6 Cijk ← Cijk ∨ TableLookUp(vivjR`ijkvk)
7 ϕopra ← ϕopra ∧Cijk
8 D ← ⊺
9 for all ι = 1, . . . , n do
10 D ←D ∧⋀(i,j,k),(i′,j′,k′)∈{1,2,...,n}3 wijkι 2∠∗ wi′j′k′ι
11 ϕopra ← ϕopra ∧D
12 return ϕopra
Function DCC2OPRA(ϕdcc)
Proof. Given a DCC-formula ϕdcc = ⋀i,j vivj{R1ijk, . . . ,Rrijkijk }vk we will show that ϕdcc
can be translated to an OPRAcl2 -formula ϕopra in polynomial time, such that ϕdcc
is satisfiable if and only if ϕopra is satisfiable. To this end, for each DCC constraint
vivj{R1ijk, . . . ,Rrijkijk }vk we first introduce three OPRAcl2 variables wijki ,wijkj ,wijkk , and
fix the reference frame with constraint rfijk ∶= wijki 2∠40 wijkj (see Figure 3.6). Then we
describe the relative position of the DCC variable vk wrt. vi, vj with OPRAcl2 relations
that hold between wijkk and w
ijk
i ,w
ijk
j . The translation of all atomic DCC constraints
to OPRAcl2 constraints is presented in Table 3.1. By means of this translation eachDCC constraint vivj{R1ijk, . . . ,Rrijkijk }vk can be translated to a disjunction of OPRAcl2
constraints that correspond to each atomic DCC constraint vivjR`ijkvk. After that, allOPRAcl2 variables wijki i, j, k = 1, . . . , n, which correspond to DCC variable vi, are tied
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(a) DCC (b) OPRA2
Figure 3.6 – The reference frame of a DCC relation given by two points is expressed by theOPRA2 relation 2∠40 . Given the reference frame, the DCC relation ri is expressed with theOPRA2 relations 2∠∗7 which hold between the observer and the object, and 2∠∗5 which
hold between the reference object and the object.
DCC OPRA2
vivj b vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗4 wijkk
vivj s vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗ wijkk
vivj i vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗0 wijkk ∧wijkj 2∠∗4 wijkk
vivj e vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗ wijkk
vivj f vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗0 wijkk
vivj lb vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗3 wijkk
vivj ls vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗2 wijkk
vivj li vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗1 wijkk ∧wijkj 2∠∗3 wijkk
vivj le vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗2 wijkk
vivj lf vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗1 wijkk
vivj rb vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗5 wijkk
vivj rs vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗6 wijkk
vivj ri vk rfijk ∧wijki 2∠∗7 wijkk ∧wijkj 2∠∗5 wijkk
vivj re vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗6 wijkk
vivj rf vk rfijk ∧wijkj 2∠∗7 wijkk
vivj dou vk w
ijk
i 2∠∗ wijkj ∧wijkj 2∠∗∗ wijkk
vivj tri vk w
ijk
i 2∠∗ wijkj ∧wijkj 2∠∗ wijkk
Table 3.1 – The translation of DCC relations to OPRAcl2 relations. Here, the asterisk ∗ is
used to refer to an arbitrary sector. Therefore constraint wijki 2∠∗i wijkk , for example, denotes
the disjunctive constraint wijki {2∠1i , . . . , 2∠m−1i }wijkk .
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together through relation 2∠∗. Finally, by building a conjunction of all resulting OPRAcl2
constraints we obtain a CSP(OPRAcl2 ) instance ϕopra. Function DCC2OPRA implements
this reduction, in which Function TableLookUp returns for each atomic DCC constraint the
corresponding OPRAcl2 constraint from Table 3.1. The reduction is done in polynomial
time and preserves the semantics of ϕdcc by construction.
Remark 3.3.2. In the reduction, disjunctions of OPRA2 constraints are built that involve
different pairs of variables. For example, by means of Table 3.1 vivj {li, ri} vk is translated
to (rfijk ∧ wijki 2∠∗1 wijkk ∧ wijkj 2∠∗3 wijkk ) ∨ (rfijk ∧ wijki 2∠∗7 wijkk ∧ wijkj 2∠∗5 wijkk ).
This is, however, not expressible in the qualitative calculus framework, as a qualitative
calculus does not allow disjunctions of atomic constraints involving different variable
pairs (e.g., wijki 2∠∗1 wijkk ∨wijkj 2∠∗5 wijkk ). Therefore, the qualitative calculus OPRAm
is not sufficient to express DCC relations. Instead we need the expressive power of the
constraint language OPRAclm which contradicts the claims in [Dylla and Wallgrün, 2007;
Dylla, 2008].
As OPRA2m for a positive integer m refines OPRA2, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3.3. CSP(DCC) is reducible to CSP(OPRAcl2m).
We can prove that other relative direction calculi can be expressed with OPRAclm as
well:
Lemma 3.3.4. CSP(LR) is reducible to CSP(DCC).
Proof. Since DCC is a refinement of LR, any atomic LR constraint can be expressed by
a disjunction of atomic DCC constraints. For example, an LR constraint v1v2lv3 can be
expressed by the disjunctive DCC constraint w1w2{lb, ls, li, le, lf}w3.
Since CSP(LR) is reducible to CSP(DCC), and CSP(DCC) is reducible to CSP(OPRAclm)
we obtain the following theorem by transitivity:
Theorem 3.3.5. CSP(LR) is reducible to CSP(OPRAcl2m).
Lemma 3.3.6. CSP(DRA) is reducible to CSP(LRcl).
Proof. By definition an atomic DRA constraint is a conjunction of four atomic LR
constraints that hold between the one dipole and the start (or the end) point of the
other dipole. Thus, a DRA-formula can be expressed with a Boolean combination of LR
constraints.
Theorem 3.3.7. CSP(DRA) is reducible to CSP(OPRAcl2m).
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Proof. We note that if a qualitative calculus C is reducible to a spatial constraint languageL, then so is its Boolean closure Ccl. By applying this observation to Theorem 3.3.5 and
combining it with Lemma 3.3.6 the claim is proved.
3.3.2 ∃R-Membership of Reasoning about Relative Directions
We will show that reasoning with relative directions is in ∃R and accordingly in PSPACE.
We will first prove that OPRAm is in ∃R by reducing CSP(OPRAclm) to ETR. Then we
will show that all other relative direction representations are in ∃R by reducing them toOPRAm.
Trigonometric functions sine and cosine are essential in describing orientations. The
following theorem which is proved for example in [Swift, 1922; Jahnel, 2010] is used for
showing the ∃R-membership of OPRAm.
Theorem 3.3.8. For all rational numbers r values of cos(rpi) and sin(rpi) are real algebraic
numbers.
Theorem 3.3.9. CSP(OPRAclm) is in ∃R.
Proof. We show that any CSP(OPRAclm) instance can be translated to an instance of ETR
(i.e., a sentence in the existential theory of the reals) in polynomial time. To this end, it
suffices to prove that atomic OPRAclm constraints v1 m∠ji v2 and v1 m∠i v2 are instances
of ETR, because ETR is closed under Boolean operations.
We first define some notations that facilitates reading the formula. The rotation matrix
that rotates a vector in R2 by an angle θ is defined as
R(θ) = ⎛⎝cos θ − sin θsin θ cos θ ⎞⎠ . (3.1)
We denote the central angle of an angular sector of an oriented point with η. As there
are 2m angular sectors of equal size, η = pi/m. We also denote with ok (k = 1,2) the unit
vector that has the same orientation as variable vk = (xk, yk, θk) defined on R2 × [0,2pi),
thus ok = (cos θk, sin θk)T . Note that for a sector i of vk which is linear (i.e., a half-line)
we obtain the unit vector uk(i) that has the same orientation as the linear sector, if we
rotate ok by i2η, i.e., uk(i) = R( i2η)ok.
Now assume v1 m∠ji v2, i.e., (1) v2 is in v1’s ith sector and (2) v1 is in v2’s jth sector.
Without loss of generality we will translate (1) to an instance in ETR. Since number i
represents either a linear sector or an angular sector, we will differentiate the two cases
in the following.
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Case 1 (i is a linear sector of v1, i.e., i is even): v2 is in v1’s ith sector, if and only if
vectors (x2 − x1, y2 − y1)T and u1(i) are linearly dependent and they lie in the same open
half-plane (i.e., their dot product is positive). Translating the observation to mathematical
formulas we obtain
det
⎛⎝⎛⎝x2 − x1y2 − y1⎞⎠ u1(i)⎞⎠ = 0 (3.2)
and ⎛⎝x2 − x1y2 − y1⎞⎠ ⋅ u1(i) > 0. (3.3)
Equation (3.2) is an instance of ETR, because it is the same as
det
⎛⎝x2 − x1 cos( ipi2m) cos θ1 − sin( ipi2m) sin θ1y2 − y1 sin( ipi2m) cos θ1 + cos( ipi2m) sin θ1⎞⎠ = 0 (3.4)
which is equivalent to the instance in ETR
∃x1∃x2∃y1∃y2∃c1∃s1 φ ∧ ψ, (3.5)
where
φ ∶= det⎛⎝x2 − x1 cos( ipi2m)c1 − sin( ipi2m)s1y2 − y1 sin( ipi2m)c1 + cos( ipi2m)s1⎞⎠ = 0 (3.6)
and
ψ ∶= c21 + s21 = 1. (3.7)
Note that the coefficients cos( ipi2m) and sin( ipi2m) are real algebraic according to Theo-
rem 3.3.8. Similarly Inequality (3.3) is an instance of ETR.
Case 2 (i is an angular sector of v1, i.e., i is odd): v2 is in v1’s ith sector, if and only if
vectors (x2−x1, y2−y1)T is to the left of u1(i−1) and to the right of u1(i+1). Translating
the observation to mathematical formulas we obtain
det
⎛⎝⎛⎝x2 − x1y2 − y1⎞⎠ u1(i − 1)⎞⎠ > 0 (3.8)
and
det
⎛⎝⎛⎝x2 − x1y2 − y1⎞⎠ u1(i + 1)⎞⎠ < 0. (3.9)
The fact that the preceding inequalities are in ETR can be shown in the same manner as
in Case 1.
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So far we have assumed that the atomic relation m∠ji holds between v1 and v2, i.e.,
the positions of the two oriented points do not coincide. For the case where the positions
of two oriented points coincide and m∠i holds between them, we can translate m∠i to
an instance of ETR in a similar way as done for m∠ji . We only need to replace vector(x2 − x1, y2 − y1)T with the unit vector o2 which has the same orientation as v2.
As the size of the translated formula in ETR increases linearly in the number of atomic
constraints connected via Boolean operators the reduction is done in polynomial-time.
Corollary 3.3.10. CSP(DCC), CSP(LR) and CSP(DRA) as well as their Boolean closures
are in ∃R.
Proof. As all CSPs for relative directions are reducible to CSP(OPRAclm) (cp. Sec-
tion 3.3.1) and CSP(OPRAclm) is in ∃R, we proved the claim.
With Theorem 3.2.21 we obtain the complexity of reasoning with relative direction
calculi:
Theorem 3.3.11. Reasoning with relative directional calculi (i.e., LR, DCC, DRA andOPRAm) and their Boolean closures (i.e., LRcl, DCCcl, DRAcl and OPRAclm) is ∃R-
complete.
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have determined the computational complexity of reasoning about
relative directions. We introduced the complexity class ∃R and identified that reasoning
about relative directions is ∃R-complete. Figure 3.7 illustrates the relations between
the computational problems dealt in this chapter. In the figure each arrow and its label
represents a reduction and the corresponding proof, respectively.
As a result we could give an answer to the long-standing question about the efficiency
of reasoning about relative directions: reasoning about relative directions is ∃R-complete.
What is more CAD, which is a prominent decision procedure for ∃R-complete problems,
is doubly-exponential and experiments have shown that CAD cannot handle more than
two OPRAm variables. Thus, developing an exact method for reasoning about relative
directions is impractical. Research in QSR should rather concentrate on developing
approximative methods for reasoning about relative directions.
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3-SAT RUOM LRSAT
ETR ROM CSP(LR)
CSP(DCC)
CSP(DRA)
CSP(OPRAm)
CSP(OPRAcl2m)
∃R-complete
NP-hard
[Shor, 1991] Thm. 3.2.16
Thm. 3.2.17
[Shor, 1991] Thm. 3.2.15
Thm. 3.2.18
Thm. 3.2.20
Thm. 3.2.19
Thm. 3.3.5
Thm. 3.3.3
Thm. 3.3.7
Thm. 3.3.9
Thm. 3.3.9
Figure 3.7 – The reduction strategy
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Chapter4
Practical Algorithm for Reasoning
about Relative Directions
In this section we develop a new representation SVm for reasoning with relative
directions and provide an NP decision procedure. We use SVm to develop an
algorithm that semi-decides CSP(OPRAm).
IN THE LAST CHAPTER we have shown that deciding CSPs for relative direction con-straint languages is ∃R-complete and it remains an open question whether an NP
algorithm exists, since ∃R = NP could not be shown for many decades. Moreover, pre-
vious research has focused on deciding consistency of a qualitative representation, and
the question of how a model of an input formula can be computed for individual cal-
culi remains largely unanswered. This poses a severe limitation for human-computer
interaction, since visualization of the represented spatial knowledge is often necessary.
Recent research have identified the importance of landmarks in QSR. Landmarks
were demonstrated as useful for topological relations [Liu and Li, 2012; Li et al., 2013],
nevertheless no reasoning methods for relative directions have adopted landmarks so far.
In this chapter we develop the new qualitative calculus SVm, which allows us to
represent relative direction knowledge of arbitrary granularity and accuracy. We present
an NP algorithm that computes a spatial model for a given SVm formula and fails if
and only if the constraint formula is unsatisfiable. The algorithm is based on linear
programming that allows landmarks by means of partial grounding of variables. We also
develop an algorithm based on SVm for semi-deciding CSP(OPRAm), whose Boolean
closure is the most expressive relative direction constraint language as proved in the last
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(a) ST AR8. The central angle η of
each sector is 45○. (b) A (6) B ∧B (2) A
Figure 4.1 – ST AR8 relation.
chapter. Doing so, we obtain an important answer to the two longstanding questions of 1)
how one can reason effectively about relative directions, 2) how to present this knowledge
visually, and 3) how to allow landmarks for reasoning about relative directions.
This chapter is based on the results in [Lee et al., 2013] and extends it with the result
on the NP-completeness of SVm and with the section on semi-deciding CSP(OPRAm).
4.1 Reasoning about Absolute Directions
Reasoning with the relative direction calculus SVm is based on the absolute direction
calculus ST ARm. In this section we introduce the absolute direction calculus ST ARm
and analyze its reasoning properties. The result from this section will be transferred to
reasoning with SVm in the next section.
4.1.1 The Qualitative Calculus ST ARm
The qualitative calculus ST ARm [Renz and Mitra, 2004] is defined over the domain
R2, where m ∈ N,m ≥ 2 is the granularity parameter. A ST ARm relation represents
qualitative directions between points in the plane. For each a point A, ST ARm defines a
number of direction sectors that determine the spatial relationship of another point B
with respect to A. In Figure 4.1a a point in ST AR8 is illustrated.
We define relations in ST ARm as follows. Given a pair of points, the position of the
second point is described with respect to the first point which serves as reference. To this
end, we partition the plane into m evenly sized angular sectors centered at the reference
point. Throughout this chapter η denotes the central angle of each sector, which is 360
○
m .
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The sectors of the reference point are bounded by m−1 half-lines numbered 0,1, . . . ,m−1
counterclockwise having the angle 0η,1η,2η, . . . , (m − 1)η, respectively. We will use Θm
to denote the set of all these angles, i.e., Θm ∶= {`η ∣ ` = 0, . . . ,m − 1}.
Sector s is bounded by half-lines s and s + 1 (mod m), where half-line s belongs to
that sector and half-line s+1 (mod m) does not. Points A and B are said to be in relation(s) if B is positioned in sector s of A. Additionally, we establish a special relation ≏ for
two points sharing the same position in R2. In summary, relations (0), (1), . . . , (m − 1),≏
constitute the JEPD set R of atomic relations in ST ARm.
We will use the notation [c, d[ as an abbreviation of relation (c) ∪ (c + 1) ∪⋯∪ (d − 1)
(i.e., the angular sector bounded by half-lines c and d). Here, and throughout this chapter
all operations on numbers associated with ST ARm relations are taken modulo m.
Convex ST ARm relations play an important role in the algorithms presented later.
We say that an ST ARm relation [c, d[ is convex, if for a given ST ARm object A the
sector of A that relation [c, d[ describes is convex (i.e., the central angle of the sector
is less or equals 180○). This is the case if and only if mod(d − c, m) ≤ m/2. Any atomicST ARm relation is for example convex. In ST AR8 (cf. Figure 4.1a) relation [5,1[ is
convex. By contrast, relation [5,2[ is not convex, because the union of sectors from 5 to 1
in counterclockwise order span 225○.
4.1.2 Reasoning with ST ARm
In the original paper [Renz and Mitra, 2004] of ST ARm composition-based reasoning
is used to decide the satisfiability of a ST ARm formula. In this subsection we prove
that efficient reasoning with ST ARm is possible by using linear programming which
allows including landmarks and determining a model of a satisfiable formula. Linear
programming (LP) is an approach for solving optimization problems. LP is widely known
for its broad range of application areas as well as for its efficiency, because solving a
linear programming problem can be done in polynomial time [Schrijver, 1986].
Definition 4.1.1 (Linear Programming). A linear program consists of a linear map f ∶
Rn → R which is called the objective function, and a conjunction (or system) of linear
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inequalities
a11x1 + a12x2 +⋯ + a1nxn ≤ b1
a21x1 + a22x2 +⋯ + a2nxn ≤ b2⋮ ⋮
am1x1 + am2x2 +⋯ + amnxn ≤ bm,
where
A ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a11 a12 . . . a1n
a21 a22 . . . a2n⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
am1 am2 . . . amn
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ Rm×n, b ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
b1
b2⋮
bm
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ Rm.
Given a matrix A ∈ Rm×n and a vector b ∈ Rm, the system of linear inequalities is also
presented as Ax ≤ b.
The goal of linear programming is solving the linear program, that is, to minimize the
value f(x) subject to Ax ≤ b. If the objective function f is constant, then solving a linear
program is equivalent to solving only the system of linear inequalities Ax ≤ b.
The following lemma from vector algebra establishes a connection between the
determinant of two vectors in R2 and their relative directions. Recall that the determinant
of a 2-by-2 matrix is defined as
det ( a bc d ) = ad − bc. (4.1)
Lemma 4.1.2. Let two vectors v⃗, w⃗ ∈ R2 be given and let (v⃗, w⃗) be a 2 × 2 matrix having v⃗
and w⃗ as its column vectors. Then w⃗ is to the left (right) of v⃗, if and only if the determinant
of two vectors, i.e, det(v⃗, w⃗), is greater (less) than 0. Vector w⃗ is parallel to v⃗, if and only if
det(v⃗, w⃗) = 0.
Lemma 4.1.3. A ST ARm constraint v1 [c, d[ v2 with a convex relation [c, d[ can be
formulated as a conjunction of linear inequalities.
Proof. Let v⃗ = (x2, y2) − (x1, y1) ∈ R2 be a vector with initial point (x1, y1) and terminal
point (x2, y2), where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the positions of variables v1 and v2 in R2,
respectively. Let u(s) be a unit vector having the same orientation as half-line s, i.e.,
u(s) = (cos(sη), sin(sη)). Then constraint v1 (s) v2 is satisfiable, if and only if v⃗ is to the
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left of or parallel to u(c) and v⃗ is to the right of u(d), i.e., by Lemma 4.1.2
det(u(c), v⃗) ≥ 0 and det(u(d), v⃗) < 0.
which is equivalent to the system of linear inequalities
− sin(cη)x1 + sin(cη)x2 + cos(cη)y1 − cos(cη)y2 ≤ 0 (4.2)
sin(dη)x1 − sin(dη)x2 − cos(dη)y1 + cos(dη)y2 < 0, (4.3)
which are linear in x1, x2, y1, y2.
In the previous lemma we have shown that a ST ARm constraint with a convex
relation can be translated to a non-strict inequality (4.2) and a strict inequality (4.3).
However, a linear program consists only of non-strict inequalities. The next lemma fixes
this problem by proving that a system of strict and non-strict inequalities having the zero
vector on its right-hand side can be converted into a system of non-strict inequalities.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let A ∈ Rp×r and B ∈ Rq×r be two matrices. Then there exists a vector x ∈ Rr
such that
Ax ≤ 0 and (4.4)
Bx < 0, (4.5)
if and only if for all  > 0 there exists a vector x¯ ∈ Rr such that
Ax¯ ≤ 0 and (4.6)
Bx¯ ≤ −. (4.7)
Proof. (⇒) Let x be a vector that satisfies inequalities (4.4) and (4.5). Because x satisfies
(4.5) there exists a δ > 0 such that
Bx ≤ −δ.
Now let an  > 0 be given. Then x¯ ∶= /δ ⋅ x satisfies (4.6):
Ax¯ = A(/δ ⋅ x) = /δ ⋅Ax ≤ 0
and (4.7):
Bx¯ = B(/δ ⋅ x) = /δ ⋅Bx ≤ /δ ⋅ (−δ) = −.
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(⇐) This direction is straight forward.
Theorem 4.1.5. The satisfiability of a ST ARm-formula
ϕ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi [cij , dij[ vj ,
where [cij , dij[ (i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j) are convex, can be decided in polynomial time.
Proof. One can apply Lemma 4.1.3 to the convex ST ARm constraints and translate them
to a conjunct of linear inequalities that are non-strict by using Lemma 4.1.4. Consequently,
a system of linear inequalities is obtained that is solvable in polynomial time [Schrijver,
1986].
Theorem 4.1.6. CSP@(ST ARm) is in PTIME.
Proof. Given an atomic ST ARm-formula ϕ ∶= ⋀i≠j vi rij vj , one can assume that all rij
are sectoral relations, i.e.,
ϕ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi (cij) vj ,
because of the following reason: if rij is the identity relation ≏, then one can substitute vi
for vj in the formula and check the compatibility of relations rik and rjk (k = 1, . . . , n) in
polynomial time and obtain an equivalent formula. Then the satisfiability of ϕ can be
decided in polynomial time by Theorem 4.1.5.
Corollary 4.1.7. CSP(ST ARm) is in NP.
Proof. The satisfiability of a ST ARm-formula can be decided in polynomial time on a
nondeterministic Turing machine, by nondeterministically choosing an atomic relation
from each relation and solving the atomic ST ARm-formula in polynomial time.
Remark 4.1.8. As linear programming returns the value of the solution vector that satisfies
the system of linear inequalities, one obtains a model of the input ST ARm-formula, if
the formula is satisfiable. Furthermore, as one can assign values to the variables in a
system of linear inequalities and solve the partially grounded system, it is possible to
partially ground ST ARm variables that serve as landmarks.
4.1.3 ST ARm with Fixed Individual Orientations
Since ST ARm is an absolute direction calculus its variables have no orientations. How-
ever, one can equip ST ARm variables with fixed orientations and perform reasoning as
efficiently as before.
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(a) A model of a ST AR8 variable with
orientation 5η = 225○. (b) A∣5η (1) B ∧ B∣3η (7) A
Figure 4.2 – ST AR8 with fixed orientations.
Definition 4.1.9. Let Θm ∶= {0η,1η,2η, . . . , (m−1)η} be the set of angles of the half-lines
of a ST ARm variable, where η = 360○/m is the central angle of a sector of a ST ARm
variable. We say that a ST ARm-formula involving variables v1, . . . , vn is equipped with
fixed individual orientations θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Θm, if each variable vi (i = 1, . . . , n) has a fixed
individual orientation with angle θi and the 0th half-line is aligned with the orientation
θi of the variable (see Figure 4.2a). We write a ST ARm-formula ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj with
fixed individual orientations θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Θm as
ϕθ =⋀
i≠j vi∣θi Rij vj .
See Figure 4.2b.
Example 4.1.10. Let a ST ARm-formula ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj be given. Since the 0th
half-line of a ST ARm variable has the angle 0η = 0○, one can regard that the ST ARm
variables have fixed orientations 0○. Thus the formula ϕ can be written as ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi∣0○ Rij
vj .
In the following we show that a ST ARm-formula with fixed individual orientations
can be translated to a ST ARm-formula without orientations.
Theorem 4.1.11. A ST ARm constraint with a fixed orientation θ1 ∈ Θm for v1
v1∣θ1 (c) v2
is equivalent to the atomic ST ARm constraint
v1 (θ1 1η + c) v2.
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Proof. Let v⃗ = v2 − v1 and let Rθ1 be the rotation by θ1. Further let u(s) be a unit vector
having the same orientation as half-line s, i.e., u(s) = (cos(sη), sin(sη)). Then constraint
v1∣θ1 (c) v2 is satisfiable, if and only if v⃗ is to the left of or parallel to Rθ1(u(c)) and v⃗ is
to the right of Rθ1(u(c + 1)), i.e., by Lemma 4.1.2
det(Rθ1(u(c)), v⃗) ≥ 0 and det(Rθi(u(c + 1)), v⃗) < 0,
On the other hand, the ST ARm-constraint v1 (θi 1η + c) v2 is satisfiable, if and only if
det(u(θ1 1η + c), v⃗) ≥ 0 and det(u(θ1 1η + c + 1), v⃗) < 0,
is satisfiable. Then the claim follows from the fact that
Rθ1(u(c)) = Rθ1⎛⎝⎛⎝cos (cη)sin (cη)⎞⎠⎞⎠
= ⎛⎝cos (θ1 + cη)sin (θ1 + cη)⎞⎠= u(θ1 1η + c).
Example 4.1.12. Formula A∣
5η
(1) B ∧ B∣
3η
(7) A (see Figure 4.2b) is equivalent to
formula A (6) B ∧B (2) A (see Figure 4.1b), because
A∣
5η
(1) B ∧ B∣
3η
(7) A = A (5ηη + 1) B ∧B (3ηη + 7) A= A (6) B ∧B (2) A.
Theorem 4.1.13. Let θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Θm. The satisfiability of an atomic ST ARm-formula
with fixed individual orientations
ϕθ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi∣θi rij vj
and its model can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. We can assume that all rij are sectoral relations, i.e.,
ϕθ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj ,
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(a) Configuration of two SV8 objects,
where A [5,7[ B and B (0) A hold. (b) An SV8 object A with θA = 2η.
Figure 4.3 – SV8 relation
because if rij is the identity relation ≏, then one can substitute vi for all occurrences of
vj in the formula and check the compatibility of relations rik and rjk (k = 1, . . . , n) in
polynomial time and obtain an equivalent formula.
Then, as a consequence of Theorem 4.1.11, formula ϕθ = ⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj is equiva-
lent to the atomic ST ARm-formula ϕ⋆ ∶= ⋀i≠j vi (θi 1η + cij) vj . Because the satisfiability
of ϕ⋆ can be decided in polynomial time by Theorem 4.1.6, the claim is proved.
4.2 Reasoning about Relative Directions using Absolute Direc-
tions
4.2.1 The Qualitative Calculus SVm
We will now define SVm1—a qualitative calculus for relative direction relations that
integrates the expressiveness of relative direction representation with the well-behaved
properties of absolute directions. The relations of SVm are obtained by generalizingST ARm relations to accommodate for relative direction information. Our idea is to retain
the fixed arrangement of sectors given by ST ARm relations but to interpret directions
with respect to an observer’s orientation. An example of two SV8 objects are shown in
Figure 4.3a.
In detail, the qualitative calculus SVm is defined over the domain R2 × Θm where
m ∈ N,m ≥ 2 is the granularity parameter and Θm = {0η,1η,2η, . . . , (m − 1)η} the
orientation domain with η being the central angle of a sector, i.e., 360○/m. Given an SVm
object A = (xA, yA, θA) ∈ R2 ×Θm, the value of (xA, yA) ∈ R2 determines the position and
the value of θA ∈ Θm the angle of the orientation of A. In Figure 4.3b an SV8 object A is
illustrated with θA = 2η = 90○. By definition the higher the value m, the finer adjustable is
1SV stands for “STAR calculus with variable interpretation of orientations.”
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the orientation of an SVm variable.
The SVm relations (0), (1), . . . , (m − 1) have the same meaning as for ST ARm re-
lations, except for the fact that they are interpreted with respect to the individual
orientations of SVm variables, i.e., half-line 0 is aligned with the orientation θA ∈ Θm
of variable A. Additionally, the relation ≎ is introduced for the case of superposition,
i.e., for two SVm variables sharing the same position in R2 but not necessarily the same
orientation. In summary, relations (0), (1), . . . , (m − 1),≎ constitute the JEPD set R of
atomic relations in SVm.
Example 4.2.1. A CSP(SV8) instance v1 (6) v2 ∧ v2 (0) v1 is satisfiable as v1 and v2 can
be instantiated with A and B as shown in Fig. 4.3a.
Example 4.2.2. A CSP(SV8) instance ⋀i,j∈{1,2,3},i≠j vi (1) vj cannot be satisfied, because
all three interior angles of the triangle which is spanned by v1, v2, v3 are constrained to be
less than 45○ by the atomic relation (1). This contradicts the fact that the interior angles
of a triangle add up to 180○.
4.2.2 NP-completeness of Reasoning with SVm
In this subsection we show that SVm is NP-complete, and not ∃R-complete as other
relative direction calculi. Accordingly practical reasoning with SVm is possible.
For the NP-hardness proof we use a reduction from the Betweenness problem, originally
introduced as total ordering problem [Opatrny, 1979]. In Betweenness we are given a
set of constraints in the form B(qi, qj , qk), i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} where qi, qj , qk are variables
that range over the set of rational numbers Q. A constraint B(qi, qj , qk) stands for(qi < qj < qk) ∨ (qi > qj > qk), stating that “qj is between qi and qk”. Deciding whether
there exists a valuation satisfying all Betweenness constraints is NP-complete [Opatrny,
1979].
Theorem 4.2.3. CSP(SVm) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let an instance ξ of Betweenness over n variables be given. We translate the
Betweenness constraints to CSP(SVm) constraints.
We introduce first SVm variables v1, . . . , vn that represent the variables q1, . . . , qn in ξ.
We then further introduce a new variable vo that serves as the origin of the coordinate
system. Variables vi, i = 1, . . . , n are related to vo via constraint
vo (0) vi. (4.8)
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(a) v`i , v
`
j , v
`
k are parallel to vo (b) v
`
i , v
`
j , v
`
k are opposite parallel to vo
Figure 4.4 – vo (0) v`i and v`i {(0), (m2 )} vo
Now we map each Betweenness constraint B(qi, qj , qk) from ξ to an SVm constraint
v`i [0, m2 [ v`j ∧ v`j [0, m2 [ v`k, (4.9)
where the number ` starts with 1 and is increased by 1 at each further occurrence of
Betweenness constraint in ξ. Here, v`i , v
`
j , v
`
k are new SVm variables that are co-located
respectively with vi, vj , vk via constraint
v`i ≎ vi ∧ v`j ≎ vj ∧ v`k ≎ vk (4.10)
and is parallel or opposite parallel to vo via constraint (cp. Figure 4.4)
v`i {(0), (m2 )} vo. (4.11)
Finally, by combining constraints from (4.8)–(4.11), we obtain a CSP(SVm) instance
ϕ. The translation of ξ to ϕ can be accomplished in polynomial time in n, as there are at
most O(n3) Betweenness constraints in ξ.
Now we need to show that ϕ is satisfiable if and only if ξ is satisfiable. Assume ξ is
satisfiable. Then there exists a model (y1, . . . , yn) for q1, . . . , qn, where yi ∈ Q, i = 1, . . . , n,
such that all Betweenness constraints in ξ are satisfied. We will use (y1, . . . , yn) to fix the
y-coordinates of the variables of ϕ. First, we instantiate vo with (0,0,0○) ∈ R2 ×Θm and
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all vi (i = 1, . . . , n) with (x, yi,0○) ∈ R2 × Θm, where x > 0 is a rational number that is
sufficiently large, such that constraints in (4.8) are satisfied for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Then, we instantiate each v`j with (0, yj , θ`j) ∈ R2 × Θm, where we choose θ`j = 0○ if
yi < yj < yk and θ`j = 180○ if yi > yj > yk. As a consequence, constraints (4.9)–(4.11) are
satisfied, and accordingly, ϕ is satisfied.
Let us now consider ϕ is satisfiable. Then there is a model M of ϕ, such that((xo, yo, θo), (x1, y1, θ1), . . . , (xn, yn, θn)) is an instantiation of vo, v1, . . . , vn. With out
loss of generality, we can assume that (xo, yo, θo) = (0,0,0○). Then, since M satisfies
constraints from (4.9)–(4.11), each Betweenness constraint B(qi, qj , qk) from ξ is satisfied
by the instantiation (yi, yj , yk), where we can assume that y1, . . . , yn are rational, because
Q is dense in R.
For the NP-membership proof we make use of the results from the previous section
on ST ARm.
Theorem 4.2.4. CSP@(SVm) is in NP.
Proof. Let an atomic SVm-formula
ϕ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi rij vj
be given. We can assume that all rij are sectoral relations, i.e.,
ϕ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi (cij) vj ,
because of the following reason: if rij is the identity relation ≎, then one can substitute vi
for all occurrences of vj in the formula and check the compatibility of relations rik and
rjk (k = 1, . . . , n) in polynomial time and obtain an equivalent formula.
Then ϕ has a model ((x1, y1, θ1), . . . , (xn, yn, θn)), if and only if there exist θ1, . . . , θn ∈
Θm, such that the ST ARm-formula with fixed individual orientations
ϕθ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
has a model ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)). Hence the satisfiability and a model of ϕ can be
determined in NP by non-deterministically choosing θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Θm and computing the
satisfiability and a model of ϕθ in polynomial time (cp. Theorem 4.1.13).
Theorem 4.2.5. CSP(SVm) is in NP.
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Proof. Given an SVm-formula
ϕ =⋀
i≠j vi Rij vj
one can nondeterministically choose an atomic SVm relation rij for each SVm relation
Rij , i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j and obtain an atomic SVm-formula
ϕ′ =⋀
i≠j vi rij vj .
whose satisfiability can be decided in NP by Theorem 4.2.4.
4.2.3 A Practical Algorithm for Reasoning with SVm
In the NP-membership proof for CSP@(SVm) (cp. Theorem 4.2.4) we used the fact that
an SVm-formula
ϕ ∶=⋀
i≠j vi (cij) vj
is satisfiable, if and only if the formula
ϕθ ∶= ⋁
θ1∈Θm⋯ ⋁θn∈Θm´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
(i)
⋀
i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
(ii)
(4.12)
is satisfiable. The NP-membership of CSP@(SVm) followed from the fact that one can
nondeterministically choose values for θ1, . . . , θn (part (i) of formula ϕθ in (4.12)) and
decide part (ii) in polynomial time by exploiting the duality between orientation and
relation which is presented in Theorem 4.1.11. This procedure naturally leads to a
deterministic algorithm that implements a brute-force exhaustive search for θ1, . . . , θn in
part (i). However, a brute-force search is not desirable, because of the following reasons.
First, if ϕθ is unsatisfiable, then a brute-force search has to search the complete search
space of θ1, . . . , θn only to find out that there is no solution. Second, if ϕθ is satisfiable, it
does not make use of the structure of the problem to get to the solution fast.
In this section, we will present a more sophisticated algorithm that systematically
searches for the right values for θ1, . . . , θn. The algorithm builds a hierarchical search tree
of the search space and prunes the branches that are detected as unsatisfiable. Thereby,
a range of candidate values are removed from the search space at an earlier point. The
following example demonstrates the construction of the search tree.
Example 4.2.6. Let an atomic SV8-formula ϕ ∶= v1 (0) v2 ∧ v2 (0) v1 be given. As
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discussed at the beginning of this subsection, ϕ is satisfiable if and only if
ϕθ ∶= ⋁
θ1∈{0○,45○,...,315○} ⋁θ2∈{0○,45○,...,315○} v1∣θ1 (0) v2 ∧ v2∣θ2 (0) v1
is satisfiable. We will decide the satisfiability and determine a model of ϕθ by searching
in the search tree in Figure 4.5 on the next page that is built according to the following
rules:
1. Each node N is associated with a formula ϕθN
2. The root is associated with formula ϕθ whose satisfiability we want to decide.
3. For each node N and and its associated formula ϕθN there are 4 children nodes.
They inherit the formula ϕθN from its parent node N , except for the fact that the
search space {ai ⋅ 45○, (ai + 1) ⋅ 45○, . . . , (bi − 1) ⋅ 45○} of each θi of ϕθN (i = 1,2) is
reduced to one of its two halves {ai ⋅ 45○, (ai + 1) ⋅ 45○, . . . , ( bi−ai2 − 1) ⋅ 45○} and{ bi−ai2 ⋅ 45○, ( bi−ai2 + 1) ⋅ 45○, . . . , (bi − 1) ⋅ 45○}, where ai, bi ∈ {0, . . . ,8}.
4. Node N is a leaf, if and only if the search space {ai ⋅45○, (ai+1) ⋅45○, . . . , (bi−1) ⋅45○}
of θi (i = 1,2) of its formula ϕθN consists of only one element, which is the case if
bi = ai + 1.
From the construction of the tree, we can infer that
• For a non-leaf node N its associated formula ϕθN is satisfiable, if and only if the
associated formula of one of its children nodes is satisfiable.
We can use this observation to develop an algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of ϕθ
and computing its model by means of depth-first search with backtracking. Here, pruning
is applied to discard the branches that are not promising. For example, in Figure 4.5 the
node indicated with 1© is discarded as one can test in polynomial time that there is no
model of its associate formula. Thus, the next node 2© followed by 3© and 4© is chosen
for the depth-first search. Since one can find a model M of the associated formula of the
leaf 4© in polynomial time by using Theorem 4.1.11, the input formula ϕθ is satisfiable
and has a model M . The next example demonstrates how the polynomial-time pruning
of node 1© works.
Example 4.2.7. Given a formula
ϕθ ∶= ⋁
θ1∈{0○,45○,...,135○} ⋁θ2∈{0○,45○,...,135○} v1∣θ1 (0) v2 ∧ v2∣θ2 (0) v1´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶=∶ϕθ1,2
,
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(a) v1∣0○ (0) v2 (b) v1∣45○ (0) v2 (c) v1∣90○ (0) v2 (d) v1∣135○ (0) v2
(e) v1∣0○ (0) v2 (f) v1∣0○ (1) v2 (g) v1∣0○ (2) v2 (h) v1∣0○ (3) v2
(i) v1∣0○ [0,3[ v2
Figure 4.6 – Formula ⋁θ1∈{0○,45○,...,135○} v1∣θ○1 (0) v2 is satisfiable, if and only if one of
the constraints from Figures a–d is satisfiable. Due to the duality from Theorem 4.1.11,
constraints from Figures a–d are equivalent to constraints from Figures e–h, respectively. As
a result, formula ⋁θ1∈{0○,45○,...,135○} v1∣θ○1 (0) v2 is equivalent to the convex ST ARm formula
v1∣0○ [0,3[ v2 (see Figure i) whose satisfiability can be decided in polynomial time.
we want to have a means to test efficiently whether ϕθ is possibly satisfiable or not,
without iterating over all possible values for θ1 and θ2 and checking whether ϕθ1,2 is true.
Indeed, an efficient test is possible and we will discuss this in the following.
First, we notice that ϕθ is satisfiable, only if
ψθ ∶= ⋁
θ1∈{0○,45○,...,135○} v1∣θ1 (0) v2 ∧ ⋁θ2∈{0○,45○,...,135○} v2∣θ2 (0) v1
is satisfiable. Formula ψθ has the nice feature that each conjunct of ψθ can be trans-
formed to a ST ARm constraint whose satisfiability can be decided in polynomial time as
explained in Figure 4.6. Consequently, with the help of the polynomial-time satisfiability
check of ψθ, one can determine whether ϕθ is possibly satisfiable or unsatisfiable, which
leads to a polynomial time pruning method.
In fact, determining whether a general formula is possibly satisfiable or unsatisfiable
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can be accomplished in polynomial time. In what follows the symbol η stands for the
central angle of an SVm sector, i.e., η = 360○m , and ai, bi ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m − 1}
Theorem 4.2.8.
ϕθ ∶= ⋁
θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯ ⋁θi∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
is satisfiable, only if
ψθ ∶=⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi (cij) vj
satisfiable. Furthermore, if ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) is a model of ϕθ, then it is a model of ψθ
as well.
Proof. Assume ϕθ is satisfiable and ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) is a model of ϕθ. Then there
exist θi ∈ {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η}, i = 1, . . . , n, such that ((x1, y1, θ1), . . . , (xn, yn, θn)) is a
model of ⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj . Thus ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) is a model of ψθ.
Theorem 4.2.9. Deciding the satisfiability and finding a model of formula
ψθ ∶=⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi (cij) vj
with bi − ai ≤ m2 for i = 1, . . . , n can be accomplished in polynomial time.
Proof. We show that ψθ can be translated to a convex ST ARm formula by applying
Theorem 4.1.11:
⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi (cij) vj=⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi (θi 1η + cij) vj=⋀
i≠j vi [ai + cij , bi + cij[ vj (4.13)
Since (bi + cij)− (ai + cij) = (bi −ai) ≤ m2 , the satisfiability of formula in (4.13) is a convexST ARm formula, which can be decided in polynomial time by Theorem 4.1.5.
Function DecideStarVars on the next page provides an NP decision procedure for
CSP(SVm) that has Function HierarchSearch as a subroutine. Note that the superposition
relation ≎ is not considered in the input formula, since it can be preprocessed as in the
proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Furthermore, although partial grounding of variables is not
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Input: Number n of variables, granularity m = 2r(r ∈ N), and an SVm-formula
ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj .
Output: If ϕ is satisfiable, then a model of ϕ is returned. Otherwise, fail is
returned.
1 begin
2 for i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j do
3 (cij)← ChooseAtomicRel(Rij)
4 ϕθ ← ⋁θ1∈Θm ⋯⋁θn∈Θm ⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
5 return HierarchSearch(n,m,ϕθ)
Function DecideStarVars(n,m,ϕ)
Input: Number n of variables, granularity m = 2r(r ∈ N), and formula
ϕθ = ⋁θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯⋁θn∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj , where
b1 − a1 = ⋯ = bn − an = 2k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
Output: If ϕθ is satisfiable then a model of ϕθ is returned. Otherwise, fail is
returned.
1 begin
2 for i = 1, . . . , n do
3 Θi ← Choose ({aiη, . . . , (ai+bi2 − 1)η},{ai+bi2 η, . . . , (bi − 1)η})
4 ϕθ ← ⋁θ1∈Θ1 ⋯⋁θn∈Θn ⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
5 ψθ ← ⋀i≠j ⋁θi∈Θi vi∣θi (cij) vj
6 if LPSolve(ψθ) returns a model ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) then
7 if b1 = a1 + 1 then
8 return ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη))
9 return HierarchSearch(n,m,ϕθ)
10 return fail
Function HierarchSearch(n,m,ϕθ)
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explicitly mentioned in the algorithm, it can be easily realized by passing the values for
the variables, which are to be grounded, directly to the LP solver.
We now detail the algorithm: On input ϕ,m,n Function DecideStarVars first makes
ϕ atomic by picking an atomic relation for each relation in ϕ non-deterministically
(lines 2–3). In a deterministic variant this procedure can be realized with a backtracking
search. Then the atomic formula ϕθ is passed to the subroutine HierarchSearch, which
systematically searches for the values for θi, i = 1, . . . , n.
For the brevity of the presentation Function HierarchSearch is realized in a nonde-
terministic way using selection (Choose, line 3) and failure (fail, line 10). Choose will
always return the correct halves of {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η}, i = 1, . . . , n for which the input
formula ϕ is satisfiable. If these do not exist, the algorithm will terminate and return
fail. The satisfiability check in line 6 prunes the search space in polynomial time based
on Theorem 4.2.8 and Theorem 4.2.9, where Function LPSolve transforms the input
formula to a linear program and solves it.
We can prove that DecideStarVars is sound and complete.
Theorem 4.2.10. Function DecideStarVars is sound.
Proof. Let an SVm-formula ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj involving n variables be given, where
m = 2r for a positive integer r. Let M ∶= ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη)) be a model that
Function DecideStarVars returns. Then according to line 6 in Function HierarchSearch,
M ′ ∶= ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) is a model of
ψθ =⋀
i≠j ⋁θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯ ⋁θn∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η} vi∣θi (cij) vj . (4.14)
Note that the sets {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n) in (4.14) consist of only one element,
i.e., {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} = {aiη} (i = 1, . . . , n), because {a1η, . . . , (b1 − 1)η} consists of
one element (line 7) and all {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n) have the same number of
elements. Consequently, M ′ = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) is a model of
ψθ =⋀
i≠j ⋁θ1∈{a1η}⋯ ⋁θn∈{anη} vi∣θi (cij) vj=⋀
i≠j vi∣aiη (cij) vj .
As a result, M = ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη)) is a model of the atomic SVm-formula
⋀
i≠j vi (cij) vj .
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Because all (cij) for i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j is contained in Rij , M is also a model of ϕ.
Lemma 4.2.11. Function HierarchSearch is complete.
Proof. Let the number of variables n and the granularity m = 2r be given, where r is a
positive integer. Furthermore, let a formula
ϕθ = ⋁
θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯ ⋁θn∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
be given, where b1 − a1 = ⋯ = bn − an = 2k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r. To prove the completeness of
Function HierarchSearch, we show that ϕθ is unsatisfiable, if Function HierarchSearch
returns fail. We prove the claim by induction on k.
If k = 1 then all {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n) consist of two elements, i.e.,{aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} = {aiη, (ai + 1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n). After nondeterministically choos-
ing an element from {aiη, (ai+1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n) (cp. line 3 in Function HierarchSearch),
all {aiη, . . . , (bi − 1)η} (i = 1, . . . , n) consist of only one element a′iη ∈ {aiη, (ai + 1)η}(i = 1, . . . , n). Since Function HierarchSearch returns fail, it follows from line 6 that
ψθ =⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi (cij) vj=⋀
i≠j ⋁θ1∈{a′iη} vi∣θi (cij) vj=⋀
i≠j vi∣a′iη (cij) vj
is unsatisfiable. Because a′iη is chosen nondeterministically from {aiη, (ai + 1)η} (i =
1, . . . , n), it follows that
⋁
θ1∈{a1η,(a1+1)η}⋯ ⋁θn∈{anη,(an+1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj= ⋁
θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯ ⋁θn∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj= ϕθ
is unsatisfiable.
If k ∈ {2, . . . , r} and Function HierarchSearch returns fail, then for all possible choices
for the orientation domain in line 3, either Function LPSolve returns no model, in which
case ϕ is not satisfiable by Theorem 4.2.8, or Function HierarchSearch returns fail, in
which case ϕ is not satisfiable by the induction hypothesis. Thus ϕ is not satisfiable.
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Theorem 4.2.12. Function DecideStarVars is complete.
Proof. Let an SVm-formula ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj involving n variables be given, wherem = 2r
for a positive integer r. We show that if Function DecideStarVars returns fail, then ϕ is
unsatisfiable. Now assume that Function DecideStarVars returns fail. This is only the case
when Function HierarchSearch returns fail on input n,m,ϕθ, where
ϕθ = ⋁
θ1∈Θm⋯ ⋁θn∈Θm⋀i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj .
Then ϕθ is unsatisfiable, because Function HierarchSearch is a complete algorithm by
Lemma 4.2.11. As a consequence, there are no θ1, . . . , θn ∈ Θm and no (cij) ⊂ Rij
(i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j), such that the SVm-formula
⋀
i≠j vi∣θi (cij) vj
is satisfiable. Consequently,
ϕ =⋀
i≠j vi Rij vj
is not satisfiable.
Remark 4.2.13. As linear programming returns the value of the solution vector that
satisfies the system of linear inequalities, one could obtain a model of the input SVm-
formula, if the formula is satisfiable. Furthermore, as one can assign values to the
variables in a system of linear inequalities and solve the partially grounded system, it is
possible to partially ground SVm variables that serve as landmarks.
4.2.4 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluated DecideStarVars for 100 random atomic CSP(SVm) instances with varying m
and n, and have recorded the average computing time in seconds (the variance is shown
in parentheses). For solving systems of linear inequalities we used function linprog from
the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox. The evaluation was done on a machine with Intel®
Core™2 E6700 CPU and 4 GB RAM.
From the table we conclude that the increase of computing time in the size of
granularity m is only logarithmic in average case. This efficiency, which is obtained by
the pruning step integrated in the algorithm, can be utilized to approximate relative
directions with a high resolution as will be presented in the next section.
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m
n 4 8 16 32
3 0.27 (0.02) 0.62 (0.15) 1.25 (0.91) 1.73 (2.24)
4 0.64 (0.15) 1.15 (0.50) 2.01 (1.28) 2.63 (2.60)
5 1.06 (0.34) 1.66 (1.58) 2.56 (4.57) 4.35 (14.99)
6 2.55 (0.00) 3.16 (2.68) 4.27 (12.14) 6.10 (34.58)
7 6.83 (0.01) 7.55 (0.01) 8.30 (3.32) 8.76 (7.19)
However, as the algorithmic complexity suggests, the computing time increases
exponentially in the number n of variables. Thus, the proposed algorithm is suitable for
applications which allow for precomputation or which involve only a limited number of
objects, e.g., verification of regulations involving only few objects.
4.3 Using SVm for Reasoning with OPRAm
The qualitative calculus SVm can be utilized for reasoning with OPRAm. In Chapter 3
we proved that the Boolean closure of OPRAm has the expressive power to describe
the relative direction constraint languages DCCcl, LRcl and DRAcl. The usefulness
of OPRAm has been demonstrated in many applications [Kreutzmann et al., 2013;
Wallgrün, 2009; Bhatt et al., 2012]. We therefore regard the constraint languageOPRAclm
as a universal spatial constraint language for reasoning about relative directions.
Reasoning about relative directions and especially with OPRAm involves some issues
which have been identified in Chapter 2:
1. The broadly known composition-based reasoning cannot determine satisfiable
formulas.
2. Composition-based reasoning cannot determine a model.
3. Composition-based reasoning does not allow including landmarks
4. The general solving method CAD can handle only up to two OPRAm variables.
The qualitative calculus SVm provides means to overcome these problems ofOPRAm.
In this section we develop an algorithm for semi-deciding CSP(OPRAm) using SVm.
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(a) SV168 relation [5,7[ (b) SV16 relation [10,14[
Figure 4.7 – SV168 relation [5,7[ is translated to SV16 relation [10,14[.
4.3.1 Finer reasoning about relative directions with SVµm
So far the granularity of the orientation domain Θm = {k ⋅ 360○m ∣ k = 0,1, . . . ,m − 1} ofSVm considered to be equal to the granularity of the SVm sectors, i.e., an SVm variable
could take on m possible values from Θm which are as many as the number of sectors.
For a more fine-grained reasoning about relative directions with SVm it is sensible to
increase the number of elements in Θm to allow more values for orientation. To this end,
we introduce SVµm in which the variables have m sectors as in SVm, but the orientation
domain is Θµ = {k ⋅ 360○µ ∣ k = 0,1, . . . , µ − 1} with µ ≥m, i.e., Θµ is a refinement of Θm.
Definition 4.3.1. SVµm is a qualitative calculus which has the same syntax as SVm, but
is interpreted over R2 ×Θµ instead of R2 ×Θm.
In fact, CSP(SVµm) can be easily translated to CSP(SVµ) in polynomial time, if µ is a
multiple of m:
Theorem 4.3.2. For µ = k ⋅m, k ∈ N, SVµm relation [c, d[ is equal to SVµ relation [k ⋅ c, k ⋅ d[.
Proof. SVµm has the same orientation domain Θµ as SVµ. Since µ = k ⋅m, we obtain the
desired result by mapping the half-lines c and d of an SVµm variable to half-lines k ⋅ c and
k ⋅ d of an SVµ variable (cf. figure 4.7).
Obviously, a decision procedure CSP(SVµm) yields a semi-decision procedure for
CSP(SVµ′m) if µ′ is a multiple of µ, because in this case Θµ ⊂ Θµ′ , thus a model of a
formula ϕ in SVµm is a model of ϕ in SVµ′m. The other way around is not always true,
because ϕ can have a model that involves a value in Θµ′ which is not contained in Θµ.
Based on this observation we will semi-decide CSP(SVµ′m) with a decision procedure for
CSP(SVµm), where the orientation domain Θµ′ of SVµ′m is infinitely fine.
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Definition 4.3.3. SV∞m is a qualitative calculus which has the same syntax as SVm, but
is interpreted over R2 × [0,2pi) instead of R2 ×Θm.
On the one hand, CSP(SV∞m) can be regarded as the limit case of SVµm as µ tends to∞. On the other hand, SV∞2m is a variant OPRAm where each pair of neighboring linear
and planer sectors are combined to build a half-open sector.
Input: Number n of variables, granularities µ and m where µ = k ⋅m, and a
CSP(SV∞m) instance ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi Rij vj .
Output: Return either a model in which case ϕ satisfiable, or “don’t know”.
1 begin
2 for each Rij in ϕ do
3 Choose a convex relation [cij , dij[⊂ Rij and substitute [cij , dij[ for Rij in
formula ϕ.
4 ϕ′ ← ⋀i≠j vi [k ⋅ cij , k ⋅ dij[ vj
5 if ϕ′ is satisfiable then
6 return a model of ϕ′
7 else
8 return “don’t know”
Function SemiDecide(n,µ,m,ϕ)
The semi-decision procedure for CSP(SV∞m) is presented in Function SemiDecide. In
Function SemiDecide the parameter µ which represent the granularity of the orientation
domain, can be used to control how precise Function SemiDecide approximates the
true answer. The higher the value for µ, the higher is the precision of SemiDecide. In
other words, for higher values for µ SemiDecide will find more satisfiable instances ϕ
and output less “don’t know”s. An interesting question is whether one can choose µ
sufficiently high, such that SemiDecide is a decision procedure for CSP(SV∞m) for fixed m
and n. The next theorem states that one can find such an µ.
Theorem 4.3.4. For any n and m, and an instance ϕ from CSP(SV∞m) there exists a µ, such
that SemiDecide(n,µ,m,ϕ) decides the satisfiability of ϕ.
Proof. Let ϕ be a satisfiable CSP(SV∞m) instance and let vν1 , . . . , vνn ∈ R2 ×Θm be a model
of ϕ. Then for each vνi there is an angle i from the open interval (0○, 360m ○), such that vνi
can be rotated clockwise about itself by i, while retaining all relations to other objects.
Then for a sufficiently high µ there exists a ki ∈ {0, . . . , µ− 1} such that ki ⋅ 360○µ is between
the orientation θνi and θ
ν
i + i, where θνi is the orientation of vνi . Finally, by reorienting
each vνi to ki ⋅ 360○µ we have a model of ϕ in SVµm.
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An interesting open questions is whether a lower bound on µ can be determined to
turn Function SemiDecide to a decision procedure for CSP(SV∞m) with respect to m and
n. This requires a rigorous geometric analysis of the dependencies between positions and
orientations of oriented points in the plane, which seems as hard as finding a practical
decision procedure for ROM, i.e., the realizability problem for oriented matroids.
4.3.2 Faster reasoning with meek relations
In the previous subsection we presented an algorithm that semi-decides CSP(SV∞m). The
semi-decision is achieved by deciding a CSP(SV∞m) instance ϕ in SVµm with µ = k ⋅m. To
decide ϕ in SVµm we translate ϕ to a formula ϕ′ of SVµ by mapping each SVµm relation[c, d[ to SVµ relation [k ⋅ c, k ⋅ d[. Ultimately, one has to decide an SVµ formula which
contains convex relations [k ⋅ c, k ⋅ d[.
Function DecideStarVars in the previous section, however, do not provide means to
deal with convex relations efficiently. The good news is that one can deal with convex
relations in a direct way instead of picking each atomic relation from the convex relation
in a brute-force manner. To this end we introduce a modified algorithm that can handle
convex relations where the central angle of their sectors is less or equals 90○:
Definition 4.3.5. Let granularity m be a multiple of 4. An SVm relation [c, d[ is said to
be meek, if it is convex and the central angle of the sector of the relation is greater than
0○ and less than or equals 90○, i.e., 0 < d− c ≤m/4 mod m. We call a CSP(SVm) instance
meek, if all relations in the formula are meek.
1 Truetrue Input: Number n of variables, granularity m = 2r(r ∈ N), and a meek
CSP(SVm) instance ϕ = ⋀i≠j vi [cij , dij[ vj .
Output: Is ϕ satisfiable?
2 begin
3 for i = 1, . . . , n do
4 Θi ← Choose ({0η, . . . , (m2 − 1)η},{m2 η, . . . , (m − 1)η})
5 ϕθ ← ⋁θ1∈Θ1 ⋯⋁θn∈Θn ⋀i≠j vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj
6 if HierarchSearch2(n,m,ϕθ) returns a model ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη))
then
7 return ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη))
8 return fail
Function DecideMeek(n,m,ϕ)
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Input: Number n of variables, granularity m = 2r(r ∈ N), and formula
ϕθ = ⋁θ1∈{a1η,...,(b1−1)η}⋯⋁θn∈{anη,...,(bn−1)η}⋀i≠j vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj , where
b1 − a1 = ⋯ = bn − an = 2k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
Output: If ϕθ is satisfiable then a model of ϕθ is returned. Otherwise, fail is
returned.
1 begin
2 for i = 1, . . . , n do
3 Θi ← Choose ({aiη, . . . , (ai+bi2 − 1)η},{ai+bi2 η, . . . , (bi − 1)η})
4 ϕθ ← ⋁θ1∈Θ1 ⋯⋁θn∈Θn ⋀i≠j vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj
5 ψθ ← ⋀i≠j ⋁θi∈Θi vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj
6 if LPSolve(ψθ) returns a model ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) then
7 if b1 = a1 + 1 then
8 return ((x1, y1, a1η), . . . , (xn, yn, anη))
9 return HierarchSearch2(n,m,ϕθ)
10 return fail
Function HierarchSearch2(n,m,ϕθ)
Function DecideMeek on the previous page returns a model if the input formula is
true and returns false if it does not have one. In comparison with Function DecideStarVars
applied to meek instances Function DecideMeek does not need split the relations into
atomic ones and check each atomic CSP instance which would lead to doubly-exponential
time complexity caused by the search for the relations and orientations. DecideMeek has
Function HierarchSearch2 as a subroutine, which is identical to Function HierarchSearch
on page 70 except for the fact that it accepts a meek formula as its input.
Similar to HierarchSearch, we can show that DecideMeek profits from the polynomial
time pruning in line 6 in Function HierarchSearch2.
Theorem 4.3.6. Finding a model of a meek CSP(SVm) instance
ψθ =⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj
with bi − ai ≤m/4 for i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≠ j, can be accomplished in polynomial time.
Proof. We show that ψθ can be translated to a convex ST ARm formula by applying
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Theorem 4.1.11:
⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi∣θi [cij , dij[ vj=⋀
i≠j ⋁θi∈{aiη,...,(bi−1)η} vi [θi 1η + cij , θi 1η + dij[ vj=⋀
i≠j vi [ai + cij , bi + dij[ vj (4.15)
Since (bi + dij)− (ai + cij) = (bi − ai)+ (dij − cij) ≤ m4 + m4 = m2 , the satisfiability of formula
in (4.13) is a convex ST ARm formula, which can be decided in polynomial time by
Theorem 4.1.5.
Theorem 4.3.7. DecideMeek is a sound and complete algorithm for deciding meek CSP(SVm)
instances.
The proof for the soundness and completeness of DecideMeek is similar to the proof
of Theorem 4.2.10 and Theorem 4.2.12 and is therefore omitted.
4.3.3 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluated Function SemiDecide in combination with DecideMeek for different µ and
n. We generated randomly 100 algebraically closed CSP(OPRA4) instances for each
n = 4,5,6 and semi-decided them using SemiDecide with µ = 32,64. The evaluation was
done on a machine with Intel® Core™2 E6700 CPU and 4 GB RAM. The evaluation result
is presented in Table 4.1 on page 81 and Table 4.2 on page 82. Each table records for
each “T” (i.e., satisfiable) instance and “⋆” (i.e., don’t know) instances the following
information:
1. The number of instances;
2. The computing time (average, minimum, maximum, standard deviation)2
3. The average LP computing time;
4. The percentage of pruned children nodes at level l of the search tree;
5. The percentage of all discarded nodes of the search tree due to pruning.
2two outliers at each ends of the data are removed.
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Discussion of The Results
From the evaluation we can conclude that, first, semi-deciding CSP(SV∞m) instances
can be done in reasonable time; as opposed to the cylindrical algebraic decomposition
method in Mathematica that failed to handle more than two SV∞m variables in our
experiments, SemiDecide can handle up to six variables within about 10 minutes. Though
the completeness is not guaranteed by SemiDecide, we still can profit from the algorithm
as it features the granularity parameter µ for the resolution of the orientation domain Θµ.
The higher the resolution of the orientation domain, the more satisfiable instances are
recognized by the algorithm.
Second, we can observe that the computing time of SemiDecide profited a lot from
the pruning step. At each level of the search tree 70%–99% of the children nodes were
pruned by checking the satisfiability of the coarser variants of the input instance.
Although SemiDecide is the first method that can handle CSP(SV∞m) and accordingly
CSP(OPRAm) instances for three or more objects and determine models, there are
some issues which are related to the nature of the problem and the algorithm. First,
the exponential growth is still steep and it is hard to deal with five or more objects in
reasonable time. Second, a higher value of µ has an significant influence on the result as
the number n of variables increases; for µ = 64 we obtain more satisfiable instances and
less “don’t know”s than for µ = 32 at the expense of more computing time. Evaluating
the quality of the approximation results is not possible, because there is no decision
procedure for CSP(OPRAm) that can handle four or more OPRAm variables to which
one can compare the approximation results.
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Table 4.1 – Evaluation of SemiDecide for µ = 32a
n output # avg min max stdev lp level 0 level 1 level 2 all
T 75 1.69 0.51 2.92 0.52 0.03 96.67 93.74 70.81 99.99
4 ⋆ 21 61.94 23.19 125.82 34.26 0.03 92.86 90.89 80.54 99.79
total 96 14.87 0.51 125.82 29.57 0.03 93.48 91.12 79.96 99.95
T 31 11.94 3.06 21.48 5.24 0.04 98.86 96.29 79.54 100.00
5 ⋆ 65 327.64 59.67 957.53 217.90 0.04 97.42 95.22 88.94 99.98
total 96 225.70 3.06 957.53 232.42 0.04 97.46 95.23 88.85 99.98
T 9 68.83 35.84 92.39 20.38 0.06 99.87 96.99 86.29 100.00
6 ⋆ 87 1170.91 320.71 4203.22 886.38 0.06 99.26 97.54 94.95 100.00
total 96 1067.59 35.84 4203.22 903.08 0.06 99.26 97.54 94.93 100.00
a #: number of instances
avg: average computing time in s
min: minimal computing time in s
max: maximal computing time in s
stdev: standard deviation
lp: average computing time of the LP solver in s
level l (l = 0, . . . ,2): the percentage of pruned children nodes at level l of the search tree
all: the percentage of all discarded nodes of the search tree due to pruning
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Table 4.2 – Evaluation of SemiDecide for µ = 64a
n output # avg min max stdev lp level 0 level 1 level 2 level 3 all
T 76 1.74 0.66 3.85 0.57 0.03 96.72 98.73 66.74 73.56 100.00
4 ⋆ 20 257.81 37.73 794.94 252.95 0.03 92.81 91.03 77.27 72.92 99.95
total 96 55.09 0.66 794.94 154.03 0.03 93.49 91.71 77.13 72.93 99.99
T 48 16.25 3.13 41.58 8.53 0.05 99.05 99.32 76.06 79.93 100.00
5 ⋆ 48 1330.77 60.17 10779.89 2039.81 0.05 97.54 95.14 87.50 86.89 100.00
total 96 673.51 3.13 10779.89 1579.58 0.05 97.64 95.25 87.46 86.84 100.00
T 19 115.31 35.53 345.94 77.99 0.08 99.85 98.75 88.17 91.09 100.00
6 ⋆ 77 5035.69 328.46 37211.64 7378.10 0.07 99.27 97.63 93.44 93.17 100.00
total 96 4061.86 35.53 37211.64 6887.23 0.07 99.29 97.63 93.43 93.17 100.00
a #: number of instances
avg: average computing time in s
min: minimal computing time in s
max: maximal computing time in s
stdev: standard deviation
lp: average computing time of the LP solver in s
level l (l = 0, . . . ,3): the percentage of pruned children nodes at level l of the search tree
all: the percentage of all discarded nodes of the search tree due to pruning
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4.4 Application in the Marine Navigation
Mossakowski and Moratz [2012] present representation of navigation regulations as a
relevant application domain for directional calculi. We pick up the example from this
paper which is set in the context of marine navigation. Maritime traffic regulations issued
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) comprise the following rule:
When two sailing vessels are approaching one another, as to involve the risk of
collision, one of them shall keep out of the way of the other as follows: (i) when
each has the wind on a different side, the vessel which has the wind on the port side
shall keep out of the way of the other. (Rule 12 i, IMO)
See Figure 4.8a for an illustration of the rule in which vessel G has to give way and
vessel K has to keep course, using the common avoidance behavior of turning away
from the vessel that has right of way. Vessel G aims to pass behind the stern of vessel K,
thus turning towards it. Considering rule and avoidance pattern are stated for exactly
two vessels, an important question is: does this rule also handle a 3-ship encounter? Or
can it lead to contradicting recommendations? To answer this question we model the
rule in SV8, mapping natural language terms to qualitative spatial relations as shown in
Figure 4.8b. Assuming the same wind direction for both vessels, we obtain the following
conjunction of qualitative relations:
φ(K,G,W ) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
K [4,0[W (wind on starboard) of K∧G [0,4[W (wind on port) of G∧K [7,1[G (K heading towards G)∧G [7,1[K (G heading towards K)∧W [7,1[K (Wind heading towards K)∧W [7,1[G (Wind heading towards G)
Additionally, vessel G should give way by turning to starboard, if vessel K approaches
from starboard, and turning to port, otherwise. We can thus describe the situations that
lead to mutually exclusive turning actions by formulas α and β:
α(K,G,W ) = φ(K,G,W ) ∧G [4,0[K,
β(K,G,W ) = φ(K,G,W ) ∧G [0,4[K
To answer our question about a 3-ship encounter we construct a CSP with variables
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wind
wind
K
G
(a) G must give way to K according to
Rule 12 (ii).
heading towards
starboard
port
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(b) Qualitative modeling with SVm.
wind
A B
C
(c) Rule conflict for multi-vessel en-
counter, vessel C has to turn port and
starboard at the same time.
Figure 4.8 – Sailing rule modelling with SVm
for vessels A,B,C and wind W :
α(A,C,W ) ∧ β(B,C,W ) (4.16)
If formula (4.16) is satisfiable, then there exists a configuration that requires two mutually
exclusive commands to be carried out and the rule is known to not generalize to 3-ship
encounters. Our sound decision method determines satisfiability of formula (4.16) and
it outputs a configuration from which we generated Figure 4.8c, showing a conflict for
vessel C.
One could approach the task with composition-based reasoning as suggested by
Mossakowski and Moratz [2012]. This outputs, however, false-positives and cannot
compute a realization. Thus one has to check each output manually which is an infeasible
task. Our reasoning method is thus the superior approach to the task. For more informa-
tion on the application of SVm in the marine navigation domain we refer to [Kreutzmann
et al., 2013].
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4.5 Chapter Summary
We have developed a spatial representation, SVm, which augments absolute direction
relations to represent relative directional knowledge. By introducing orientation variables
we are able to apply computationally cheaper decision procedures for absolute directions
to the hard problem of handling relative direction knowledge. We proved the NP-hardness
of CSP(SVm) and gave an NP decision procedure for CSP(SVm). Therefore it can replace
existing relative directional calculi for which no effective decision procedures are available
today.
Additionally, our algorithm can determine a model of consistent CSP instances, which
is valuable for many applications that require a visual presentation. Adopting landmarks
can be also easily achieved for reasoning with SVm, as its underlying linear programming
solver allows partial grounding of variables.
Finally, we have presented an semi-decision procedure for OPRAm, whose Boolean
closure is the most expressive relative direction constraint language. The semi-decision
procedure is the first method that can handle CSP(OPRAm) instances with three or
more objects.
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Chapter5
Conclusions
Should I not have compassion on
Nineveh, the great city in which there
are more than 120,000 persons who
do not know the difference between
their right and left hand . . .
Jonah 4:11
EFFICIENT REASONING ABOUT SPACE using qualitative spatial relations can be a greatbenefit for many areas where human-level concepts are involved. In this thesis
we have shown that, like many other interesting AI problems, efficient reasoning about
relative directions is not possible, even if only left and right relations are involved. As in
the case of other hard AI problems, we have developed a method that can do reasoning
about relative directions in practical situations. In this chapter we want to summarize
these results and its implication and discuss future perspectives.
5.1 Thesis Summary
The main message of the thesis is that reasoning about relative directions is inherently
hard, and therefore it should be approached with approximative methods. We have
shown that all the relative direction calculi LR, DRA, DCC, OPRAm are in one and
the same complexity class of ∃R-complete problems which is the class of problems that
are equivalent to the decision problem of the existential theory of the reals (ETR). As
ETR is a computational problem that is NP-hard and in PSPACE, all the relative direction
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calculi are NP-hard and in PSPACE. As a consequence of this result it turned out that no
polynomial-time approaches, including the predominant composition-based reasoning,
are capable to decide CSPs for all the relative direction calculi, unless P = NP = ∃R.
Furthermore, we conjectured that reasoning with a relative direction calculus is unlikely
to be in NP even if only atomic formulas are involved, as this would imply that NP = ∃R
which has been an open problem for many decades in the computational and algorithmic
geometry community. All in all, the results suggest that developing an exact method for
reasoning about relative directions is impractical, if not useless, as the decision procedure
CAD is doubly-exponential, while—as Hong [1991] pointed out—the decision procedures
that have in theory only exponential algorithmic complexities behave worse than CAD.
As deciding CSPs for LR, DRA, DCC, OPRAm cannot be done efficiently we have
developed a qualitative calculus SVm for reasoning about relative directions which is
based on the cardinal direction calculus ST ARm and allows for an adjustable granu-
larity of sectors. A central observation that affected the development of SVm was that
the hardness of reasoning about relative directions is mainly caused by the orientation;
orientation of spatial entities introduce nonlinearity into the constraints. The qualitative
calculus SVm overcomes this issue, since each entity in SVm has only m possible orienta-
tions which removes the nonlinearity and allows the use of an intelligent search for the
orientations. Because SVm allows only finitely many orientations and deciding ST ARm
can be done in polynomial time using linear programming, CSP(SVm) can be decided
in NP. Furthermore, experiments have shown that reasoning with SVm is not affected
much by the granularity parameter m due to the intelligent search process for finding the
orientations.
We then used the well-behaved property of SVm to semi-decide OPRAclm which is
the most expressive constraint language for relative directions, since all the other relative
direction calculi and constraint languages can be expressed byOPRAclm. The composition-
based reasoning, which is suggested as the main reasoning method in QSR since its birth,
is not qualified as a reasoning method for CSP(OPRAclm) as it is a polynomial time
reasoning method and CSP(OPRAclm) is an ∃R-complete problem. The composition-
based reasoning method cannot guarantee whether a consistent solution is found or not.
Furthermore it cannot generate a model of the solution nor allow partial grounding of
variables. As an alternative method one could use solvers that tackle the constraints
directly by solving the polynomial equations and inequalities. However, experiments
have shown that such solvers cannot decide CSP@(OPRAm) when the number n of
spatial entities is greater than 2. By contrast, our proposed semi-decision procedure that
is based on SVm can tackle CSP@(OPRAm) up to 6 objects within about 10 minutes.
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This performance of our semi-decision procedure was sufficient to solve the verification
problem in the marine navigation domain where all other existing methods fail.
5.2 Future Perspectives
In the thesis we have shown that CSP@(LR) is ∃R-complete. However, it is still an open
question whether CSP@(OPRAm), CSP@(DCC) and CSP@(DRA) are ∃R-complete as
well, or at least NP-hard (cf. Conjecture 3.2.23). We doubt however that they are in NP,
as this would imply NP = ∃R.
AI approaches have opened new possibilities for solving hard problems where rigid
mathematical approaches fail. This holds also for the problem of reasoning about relative
directions. In our approach we have used hierarchical search and pruned impossible
values for orientations at an earlier time during the search. Still, there is the opportunity
left for further optimizing the search by using the properties of the geometric structure ofSVm constraints that are not exploited in our approach; one could exploit the geometric
structure for devising a heuristic which concerns the order of nodes to be visited in the
search tree so as to increase the performance.
Another aspect that is worth investigating is reasoning with extended objects, for
example, polygons and circles. The basic entities of SVm are oriented points, which
are acceptable in situations where the sizes of objects do not play a major role or the
constraints are scale invariant. However, points are not a good approximation to real
objects, if the task at hand is dependent on the sizes of the objects. Allowing extended
objects in SVm will therefore be beneficial in such cases.
Looking towards an integration with a logic programming framework, it would be
interesting to investigate how a “tight” integration of the CSP(SVm) decision procedure
with an existing logic programming framework can be realized. As the CSP(SVm) decision
procedure uses linear programming as the underlying solver, seamless integration of
linear constraints as first class primitives is an interesting question as well.
In general, using linear programming for qualitative spatial reasoning seems promis-
ing, as this allows for 1) handling problems that are hard to solve with an exact method,
2) generating a model as solution, 3) adopting landmarks or other auxiliary linear con-
straints and 4) combining different aspects of space (e.g. topology and direction) based
on polygons. For implementation one can adopt the AND-OR search tree scheme [Russell
and Norvig, 2009, Chapter 4] as a generalization of the decision procedure for SVm,
where each call to an LP solver is represented as a leaf and each nondeterministic choice
as an OR node of the tree.
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